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vAbstract
Due to the advancement in data-processing and communication technologies,
mobile phones are now widely used to access the Web. However, small screens and
poor input capabilities of mobile phones, such as a direction pad and telephone
keypad (that is laid out in a 3 × 4 grid and allocated numbers and letters for text
messaging), bring difficulties on Web browsing since sizes of Web pages are much
larger than those of mobile phones’ screens. Therefore, users have to perform
numerous operations to browse a Web page and are suffered by getting lost in
the page, e.g., losing a sense which way to scroll.
In this thesis, to solve this problem and provide comfortable Web browsing
experience using mobile phones, we propose new Web browsing techniques for
mobile phones that adaptively present Web contents according to their charac-
teristics. We design a Web browser that provides various presentation functions
so that users can select ones adapted to their browsing situations to preserve
enough cognitive resources required for interacting with the environment. We
also propose Web page overview presentation methods on mobile phones, which
is an essential function to prevent users from getting lost in the page and help
them find out contents of their interest.
This thesis consists of five chapters. First we describe the research back-
ground, as the general situation of Web browsing using mobile phones and discuss
prior research works sharing the similar goal with us in Chapter 1. In Chapter
2, we design and implement a Web browsing system that adaptively presents
Web contents according to their characteristics for mobile phone users in a fixed
situation, such as sitting on a chair at their home. It first shows a scaled-down
Web page that fits a mobile phone’s screen to help users look for their contents of
interests. When a user specifies a content, our browser shows the content adapted
to its characteristics, e.g., by automatically scrolling the screen and providing a
function of cue images in the content.
In Chapter 3, we focus on variety of mobile phone usage scenarios and propose
a Web browser that provides various presentation functions on mobile phone’s
telephone keypad. Using this browser, users can select suitable presentation
vi
functions according to their browsing situations, e.g., their available cognitive
resources for browsing, only by pressing a key. Although we assume that users
browse a Web page using mobile phones in a fixed situation in Chapter 2, users’
browsing situations are possibly dynamic because users always carry their mobile
phones around with them. Since it is still difficult to accurately detect users’
situations and suitable presentation styles on various browsing situations are user
dependent, we let users select presentation functions by themselves. We conduct
a user experiment in real situations by asking participants to use our browser for
three days in the same way as their own phones in their daily life. The results
show that users can select preferable presentation styles on our browser that
satisfy the requirement of their cognitive resources, and comfortably browse Web
pages interacting with their environment.
In Chapter 4, we further examine overview presentation of a Web page on
mobile phones. Although participants to the experiments in Chapters 2 and 3
regard the overview function is essential, some of them comment that presenting
a scaled-down page is not sufficient, since they cannot see the details of contents.
Therefore, we propose novel styles of overview and conduct a user experiment
to investigate an appropriate way for overview presentation and merits/demerits
of each presentation style, which effectively helps users find their information
of interest. The results show that presenting annotations, which indicate what
kinds of information are around the currently displayed area, is effective, and
automatic scrolling can greatly reduce the number of operations and help users
grasp the page structure when they are lost within the page. Finally, Chapter 5
summarizes this thesis and discusses our future work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The advancement of Internet technology has dramatically changed the way of
information acquisition. In earlier days, people have to go to a library to obtain
academic knowledge, consult with a travel agency to plan their summer vacation,
and ask savvy friends which restaurant is the best to take guests from overseas.
Internet technology has enabled people to do all of these stuff at home, only
by querying search engines and browsing resulting Web pages. In addition, the
interactive feature of the Web has added diversity to the information on the Web.
For example, we can see different opinions about an incident, which gives chance
for us to view the case from different aspects. Using a more casual example,
we can find a restaurant for welcoming foreign guests that fits the foreigners’
preferences using the Web instead of taking recommendations from locals that
may mismatch our guests’ expectations.
The rise of mobile Web, accessing the Web using mobile phones, is the next
paradigm shift on the way of people’s information acquisition. Now people even
don’t have to sit in front of a computer. People just take their mobile phones out
of their pockets and access the Web to obtain information they need. Namely,
people can obtain information anywhere and anytime when they need it. The
popularization of Web browsing using mobile phones indicates that it is widely
accepted by people. According to the investigation performed by Japanese Min-
istry of Internal Affairs and Communications, the number of Internet accesses
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using mobile phones has exceeded the number of that using PCs in 2005 [42].
Additionally, In-Stat (http://www.instat.com/) reported that 975 million mobile
Web users are expected by 2012 in the world [43].
Although such Web browsing using mobile phones has become popular, most
existing Web pages are designed for desktop PCs, and thus it is inconvenient to
browse such large sized pages using mobile phones. As Figure 1.1 shows, sizes of
Web pages are far larger than mobile phone screens. For example, most mobile
phones adopt the screen size of QVGA (Quarter VGA) that has 230 × 320 [pix]
resolution, while the size of the top page of Yahoo! (http://m.www.yahoo.com/)
is 982 × 1059 [pix] and Wired News (http://www.wired.com/) is 1036 × 5014
[pix] 1. Since mobile phones have only a small screen like this and poor input
capabilities (like a direction pad and telephone keypad), users have to perform
numerous operations to find the contents of interest from an entire page and
read them in detail. The same problem is reported when viewing a large-sized
photo using mobile phones [87], which represents that it is generally difficult to
browse large information on small screens. To provide comfortable Web browsing
experience using mobile phones, we propose several Web browsing techniques for
mobile phones. We describe their designs and contributions that were evaluated
by the user experiments.
In this thesis, we refer to a mobile phone as the one that only has a small
screen and poor input capabilities such as a direction pad and telephone keypad.
Although a group of more advanced phones, generally called as smart phone
represented by iPhone [44] and BlackBerry [24], that has larger screen and rich
input capabilities (such as a touch screen and gyro-sensor) is becoming conspic-
uous, most portable phones in the world are still the conventional ones, and thus
we target on them in this thesis. Furthermore, even though smart phones have
larger screens and richer input capabilities, they still suffer from the same issue
due to the small screens limited by the nature of portable devices. Therefore,
our works can contribute to information presentation on smart phones to some
extent.
1these sizes change daily according to their contents
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Figure 1.1: Browsing a large Web page using mobile phone
1.2 Related Work
According to the growing attention to the mobile phone technology that enables
users to connect to the Web anywhere and anytime, many research efforts have
been made to realize comfortable Web browsing experience using mobile phones.
We categorize these studies as follows based on their target scenarios.
1. Browsers for individual Web browsing using mobile phones
2. Web browsing assistance for mobile phone users
3. Collaborative work using mobile phones
Our research falls into the first category, as we aim to provide comfortable Web
browsing experience using mobile phones performed by individuals. In the last
of this section, we introduce the recent emerging trend of mobile phone oriented
studies and services.
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1.2.1 Browsers for Individual Mobile Web Browsing
As described in Section 1.1, due to their small screens and poor input capabilities,
mobile phones can only display limited area of a Web page, and users have to
perform numerous operations to browse the page. To solve this problem, past
studies have focused on reducing users’ scroll operations by deleting the part of
contents or simplifying the contents of the Web page to display only important
information.
PROTEUS [5,6] personalizes Web pages using users’ recorded Web browsing
histories. It highlights contents that users often read, and deletes and replaces
rarely viewed contents with links, to display only important contents for the users.
Bruijn et al. [27,28] propose a system that extracts and displays important images
from a Web page in a sequential manner. This allows users to obtain the outline
of a page. However, this approach is effective only for Web pages that contain
many meaningful and large images associated with its content, such as online
shopping sites. On the other hand, the Web browser proposed by Buyukkokten
et al. [29, 30, 31] summarizes the text of a content within a Web page and then
creates an index by removing all images within the page. When a user selects
a content from the index of the page, the entire content is displayed. Billsus
et al. [23] propose a method that modifies the layout of a Web page according
to the user’s preference. This method estimates what information the user needs
from his/her reading behavior, and then arranges the content containing the
corresponding information from the top of the page. Many commercial Web
browsers for mobile phones, such as Opera for Mobile [67], NetFront [63], jig
browser [45], and Scope [74], restructure a Web page so that users can read
it using only vertical scrolling. However, it is difficult to properly restructure
a complicated Web page, e.g., the one containing nested tables. In addition,
restructured Web pages are often too long to scroll, requiring users to perform
many operations to scroll to the end of the restructured page.
These prior works have a significant drawback in which they have to change
the layout of a Web page by simplifying or deleting contents of the page. If
the layout of a Web page is changed, users cannot use their past Web browsing
experience on desktop PCs. For example, users may be used to the presence of
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a menu list on the left side of a Web page. However, if the layout is changed,
and this common feature is removed or is different, users might not be able
to comfortably browse the page. In addition, while most prior approaches use
HTML (hypertext markup language) [86] tag analysis to change the layout, the
HTML tags can only determine the page layout but not semantically describe
the content. Furthermore, alternation of the page layout may make the page
inconsistent with the intentions of the Web page’s author. For example, if the
author writes “See the left figure” in the Web page’s text and the layout is
different, readers may not understand which figure the author means.
Therefore, it is the best to retain the original layout of a Web page in Web
browsing using mobile phones, as well as to reduce users’ scroll operations. There
are several prior approaches that keep the layout of Web pages. WebThumb [83]
first displays an overview of a Web page that is a scaled-down image of the page.
When users select a content area from the overview, this content is displayed in
a new application window at its original size. Collapse-to-Zoom technique [22]
allows users to collapse areas deemed irrelevant from the overview of a Web
page. Collapsing content causes all of the remaining content to be redrawn with
more detail, which increases the users’ chance of identifying relevant content.
On the other hand, Baluja [21] proposes a system that divides a Web page into
nine regions so that users can select and zoom in the region on the overview
by pressing a corresponding key. Minimap proposed in [73] changes the width of
text paragraphs and scales down images and tables, while preserving the layout as
close as possible to the original layout of a Web page. Additionally, our research
group proposed a method that automatically scrolls an entire Web page [56] to
show users the entire structure of the page without any operations.
We also follow the policy to retain the original layout of a Web page and
provide functions so that users can browse it without being annoyed by the lim-
itations of mobile phones, i.e., small screens and poor input capabilities, which
are described in the following chapters.
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1.2.2 Web Browsing Assistance for Mobile Phone Users
In addition to leveraging Web page presentation on mobile phones described in
Section 1.2.1, there are many works for Web browsing assistance. One of the
most important services on the Web is Web search. Yahoo! (http://yahoo.client.
shareholder.com/press/overview.cfm) and Google (http://www.google.com/
corporate/) started Web search services targeting mobile phones. Yahoo! MO-
BILE [88] generates and shows an all-in page that summarizes search results into
a simple shape so that users can quickly obtain the information they want. It also
has a functionality of taking users’ locations into account when a GPS receiver
is available on their mobile phones, which returns the local information around
users’ location. Google Mobile [37] infers what kind of information, e.g., images
and local information, a user needs from his/her input query. For example, when
the user inputs “Toy poodle,” Google Mobile understands the user might want
images of toy poodle and returns the list of images first. These mobile search
services are useful for mobile phone users to look for information they needs.
Relating to the mobile search, our research group proposed a method to reduce
users’ burden to input a search query [46, 47, 48, 49]. Since mobile phones only
have a telephone keypad, inputting query is demanding. Our method aims to
help users query a term that they are interested in within his/her current brows-
ing page without complicated operations. When the user wants to query a term,
he/she presses a corresponding key and catch the term using a presented circle,
and the term is automatically submitted to a search engine.
We also proposed preview functions [64, 65] that pre-fetch linked pages and
show their previews by the small screenshots to assist users to determine which
link to select for finding the information of interest. Tajima and Ohnishi [79]
propose techniques that support better browsing of large HTML tables on small
screens. Their methods render tables in the same way as on the PC screens and
provide various functions for browsing the large tables, such as hiding unneces-
sary rows and columns. We proposed a Web browser function for mobile phones
that enables users to save clips of browsed contents [66]. When a user presses
a corresponding key, the function automatically detects candidate areas for clip-
ping, and the user can easily select the content area to save as a clip. These
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methods can reduce burdensome operations usually required for Web browsing
using mobile phones.
1.2.3 Collaborative Work using Mobile Phones
According to the investigation performed by Japanese Ministry of Internal Af-
fairs and Communications, the adoption rate of mobile phones became 89.3%
in September of 2009 in Japan [41]. This situation, most people has their own
mobile phones, arises a new way of mobile device usage in conjunction with the
advancement of digital devices with screens, i.e., collaborative work using mobile
phones with other users and devices, such as a Desktop PC, TV, and digital
signage. Forecasting this trend, our research group has proposed a novel concept
of Web browsing using mobile phones with multiple users as collaborative brows-
ing [54, 58]. In collaborative browsing, users collaboratively browse web pages
that are designed for desktop PCs using their mobile phones together. Since the
number of handheld devices, their capabilities, and other conditions can vary
widely amongst mobile users who want to browse a Web page, the system divides
the page into multiple components and distributes them in an appropriate way.
In this way, users can search and browse their target information by discussing
and watching partial pages displayed on multiple devices.
The collaboration is not necessarily limited among mobile devices. Remote
Display environment [57,80,81,82] enables users to control near-by large displays
by mobile phones. In this environment, mobile phone users make use of the large
screen, such as displaying a large-sized Web page on it and control a pointer by
their mobile phones, and users can also perform various collaborative works, such
as playing online games together on the display. WebSplitter [39] provides a uni-
fied XML (extensible markup language) [85] framework that enables multi-device
and multi-user Web browsing. WebSplitter splits a requested Web page and de-
livers the appropriate partial view of each page to a set of devices (e.g., laptops,
PDAs, etc.). Multiple users can participate in the same browsing session, as in
traditional conferencing groupware. WebGlance [69] leverages the advantages of
both large displays and mobile devices. It enables multiple users to control a
Web browser on a large, shared display using their own personal mobile devices,
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such as a mobile phone, laptop, or wireless PDA. CoSearch system [3] focuses on
collaboration on Web search. It enables co-located collaborative Web search by
leveraging readily available devices such as mobile phones and extra mice of a
desktop PC. Users can perform collaborative Web search using desktop PCs and
mobile phones.
Such collaboration among users and devices will enhance the capability and
convenience of mobile devices. Considering the fact that more and more displays
are located around our lives, and the data processing and communication facil-
ities of both displays around and mobile devices are advancing, this direction is
becoming more important.
1.2.4 Other Recent Trends
As for the recent emerging trend of mobile phone oriented studies and services,
researchers and service providers are paying attention to the mobile phone’s prop-
erty of always being with users. One is its ability to record people’s life by a
camera equipped with a mobile phone. People take photos when they find some-
thing attracts their interest with the camera and upload them to photo sharing
sites on the Web, such as Flickr [36] and Picassa [71] to communicate with their
friends and families by sharing scenes in their lives. We have performed a research
focused on these photos, which decides relevance of these photos against the lo-
cations they were captured using a Web based game [18]2. Crandall et al. [34]
examine the relation between these photos and locations by data-mining these
photos and extract popular sightseeing spots and their representative photos. An-
other characteristic drawing attention is a built-in GPS receiver that tells users’
location information. Mobile social networking sites provide services that make
use of users’ locations. Brightkite [26] lets users “check in” at various locations
out in the real world and see who else are there, have been there, and who are
nearby. After checking in, users can post comments and also upload photos.
Loopt [52] and GypSii [38] show friends’ locations and their status, such as avail-
able and busy on a map. Loopt also has a function that sends an alert when a
2This work has been done during the author was with Microsoft Research Asia as a research
intern.
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friend comes nearby, and a function that sends e-mails to all friends being within
a certain radius.
1.3 Organization of Thesis
In this thesis, we propose techniques to offer users comfortable Web browsing
experience using mobile phones by approaching from the following aspects; char-
acteristics of Web contents (Chapter 2), variety of mobile Web browsing situa-
tion (Chapter 3), and styles of overview to show overall structure of a Web page
(Chapter 4).
1.3.1 Adaptive Presentation of Web Contents
Generally, mobile phone users in fixed situations, such as sitting on a chair at their
home, browse a Web page with the following two steps. First, a user looks over
a Web page to find contents that attract their interests, then reads information
within the contents in detail. Due to the limited size of mobile phone’s screen, the
user has to scroll through the Web page for a long time to find the content that
they want. The user again has to scroll within the content to read the information
in detail. These tiresome scroll operations have to be reduced to provide a more
comfortable Web browsing experience using mobile phones. To reduce users’
scroll operations, Chapter 2, which is based on our works published in [8,9,12,15],
describes the design and implementation of a Web browsing system that presents
an overview of Web page and adaptively presents the contents according to their
characteristics.
1.3.2 Mobile Web Browser to Reduce Users’ Cognitive
Load in Dynamic Situations
In Chapters 3, we focus on the dynamic usage scenarios of mobile phones, while
in Chapter 2, we assume users browse Web pages in fixed situations. Consid-
ering that mobile phones are getting smaller and more portable, more dynamic
browsing situations are possible, such as walking on a street and riding on a train
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while commuting. Accordingly, preferable functions for Web browsing would be
different based on users’ situations, e.g., their available amount of cognitive re-
sources. It is usually difficult to precisely detect or predict users’ situations by
using some sensing devices, because to fully equip a phone with accurate sensors
is very costly. Furthermore, preferences of function on each browsing situation
would be user dependent. Therefore, it is reasonable and effective to provide
functions so that users can easily select preferable presentation styles by them-
selves according to their situations. In Chapter 3, which is based on our research
works published in [10, 11, 13, 14], we propose a Web browser that allocates dif-
ferent functions for presenting Web pages on the telephone keypad of a mobile
phone. Using this browser, users can select a presentation function adapted to
their situations only by pressing a key so that they can comfortably interact with
both the Web browser and environment.
1.3.3 Annotation Presentation and Auto-scrolling for Web
Page Overview
In the user experiments in Chapters 2 and 3, we confirmed that showing the
overview of a Web page is crucial for Web browsing using mobile phones. Since
small screens can only present a portion of the Web page, users cannot grasp the
entire page structure and foresee which direction to scroll to find their information
of interest. Showing an overview can avoid this issue. The conventional way of
overview is to show the scaled-down page that fits mobile phone’s screen [33].
However, in our user experiments, some participants commented that the scaled-
down page is insufficient as overview. Therefore, in Chapter 4, which is based
on our research works published in [16, 17, 19, 20], we propose novel methods
for presenting overview and compare with the conventional scaled-down page
presentation to verify appropriate styles of overview that help users find the
information of their interest and merits/demerits of each method.
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Figure 1.2: Web page and components
1.4 Web Page and Components
Before we move to the details of the proposed Web browsing techniques for mobile
phones, here we introduce the structural features of Web pages, which are the
basis of our designs.
1.4.1 Component Extraction
Generally, a Web page is composed of a number of different components [32, 35,
90], each of which can be viewed as a block consisting of similar information,
such as a site directory, news, and a search form located at the top page of a
portal site. Figure 1.2 shows an example where each block enclosed with a thick
rectangle is a component.
Many researchers have addressed component extraction from a Web page.
Chen et al. [33] use a DOM (document object model) tree [84] to roughly divide
a Web page, and then extracts components precisely by image processing. Embley
et al. [35] detect HTML tag patterns from the HTML source of a Web page, then
divide the page based on those patterns. Yang et al. [89] extract HTML tag
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patterns as objects based on the frequencies of those patterns, and then merge
similar objects into a component by text analysis.
These approaches analyze the structure of HTML tags and perform image
processing and text analysis to precisely extract components. However, the size
of components is not taken into account. We aim to show a Web page on a
mobile phone screen, and thus we extract components so as to adjust to the size
of mobile phone’s screen because a very large component requires very long time
for users to read the component. With large components, users have to scroll
around within them to find useful information in the same way as on the entire
page. Our method extracts components using a DOM tree, so that the size of
all components fit within the objective size (width and height), which is defined
between one to five times of the mobile phone’s screen. In addition, it takes into
account HTML tags to enhance the accuracy of extraction.
Figure 1.3 shows an example of component extraction. First, the whole page
is set to the root node in the DOM tree, i.e., the whole page is set as one block.
Then, the block size is compared to the objective size. If the size of the block is
larger than the objective size, it is divided into a few blocks as child nodes in the
DOM tree (see Figure 1.3). Again, the sizes of these new blocks are compared
to the objective size. This process is recursively performed until the sizes of all
blocks become the objective size. At this point, when a block is divided, blocks
whose sizes are smaller than the objective size might be obtained. Such blocks
are merged with a block corresponding to its brother node by considering the
following HTML tags. However, if the size of the merged block becomes lager
than the objective size, the merge operation is not performed.
• <TABLE>, <TH>, <TD>, <DIV>, <P>, <IMG> tags
These tags themselves represent information blocks, thus, if the size of a
block enclosed with these tags is within the objective size, the block is never
combined with other blocks.
• <HR> tag
This tag is used only to separate components. Thus, a block enclosed with
<HR> tags is never combined with others.
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Figure 1.3: Component extraction from a Web page
1.4.2 Component Attribute
According to the Web page design theory, components have structural attributes,
where components of the same attribute tend to share the same role in each Web
page as follows. Here we define the metrics to determine the attribute based on
our observation of a large number of Web pages.
• HEADER
– The upper edge of the component is located in the area within 100[pix]
from the top of the page, and the aspect ratio (height/width) is smaller
than 0.25, e.g., the shape of the component is landscape.
– A HEADER component usually contains the title image of the page.
• FOOTER
– The bottom edge of the component is located in the area within
100[pix] from the bottom of the page, and the aspect ratio is smaller
than 0.25.
– A FOOTER component of public organizations (universities, com-
panies, and governments) Web pages usually contains the help and
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contact information, while most personal Web pages do not have a
FOOTER component.
• LEFT(RIGHT)SIDE
– The left (right) side edge of the component is located in the area within
30 [pix] from the left (right) side edge of the page, the width is smaller
than 40% of the page width and the aspect ratio is larger than 3, e.g.,
the shape of the component is portrait.
– A LEFT(RIGHT)SIDE component usually contains an advertisement,
menu list and summary of the page or the site.
• BODY
– Other components, i.e., those located near the center of the page.
– A BODY component usually contains the main topics of the page.
These components and their attributes are the basis of our proposed Web
browsing techniques for mobile phones described in the following chapters.
Chapter 2
Adaptive Presentation of Web
Contents for Mobile Phone Users
2.1 Background
As we described in Section 1.4, a Web page is generally composed of a number
of different components, each of which can be viewed as an information block.
Due to such Web page structure, users in a fixed situation, such as sitting on
a chair at their home, generally browse a Web page using the following two
steps. First, a user looks over a page to find some desired component, then reads
information within the component in detail. Due to the mobile phone’s small
screen, the user has to scroll through the Web page for a long time to find the
objective component. The user then has to scroll within the component to read
the information in detail. These tiresome scroll operations have to be reduced to
provide a comfortable Web browsing experience using mobile phones.
In [33], Chen et al. proposed a system that provides users with an overview,
which is a scaled-down image of a Web page. When a user selects a desired
component from the overview, the system zooms into the selected component so
that the user can read its details. This allows the user to find the objective com-
ponent from the entire page with fewer number of scroll operations. However,
the system proposed in [33] did not address reducing complicated scroll oper-
ations when reading specific information within the component. Furthermore,
users’ behaviors in reading Web components vary depending on each compo-
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nent’s characteristics, and thus, it is necessary to adapt each component to fit
each user’s reading behavior.
This chapter describes the design and implementation of a Web browsing
system that adaptively presents the components of Web pages according to
their characteristics to reduce users’ scroll operations. The system displays the
overview of a page as the scaled-down image that fits the mobile phone’s screen to
reduce time-consuming scroll operations for finding an objective component from
the entire page. In addition, this system automatically adapts to component’s
characteristics to reduce tiresome scroll operations when reading the component.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes
the component classification and the preliminary experiments. Section 2.3 de-
scribes the design and implementation of the system. Section 2.4 describes user
experiments. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 2.5.
2.2 Component Classification and Preliminary
Experiment
As described in Section 1.4, Web pages are composed of various components. This
section explains the adopted component classification method and reports pre-
liminary experimental results conducted to identify an appropriate presentation
style for each component class.
2.2.1 Component Classes
Components of web pages have common characteristics according to their con-
tents. We examined 60 typical Web sites, such as portal, news, and major com-
panies’ sites, and found that components could be classified into the following six
categories according to their contents:
• Text: a component where the amount of text is larger than that of links.
• Text & Image: a component that contains text and images associated with
the text, where the amount of text is larger than that of links. Figure 2.1(a)
shows an example.
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(a)Text & image (c)Vertical link set
(b)Link & image (d)Tiled link set
Figure 2.1: Examples of component classes
• Image: a component that contains only images.
• Link & Image: a component that contains a set of both links and images,
where the amount of links is larger than that of text. Figure 2.1(b) shows
an example.
• Vertical link set: a component that contains a set of vertically listed links.
Figure 2.1(c) shows an example.
• Tiled link set: a component that contains a set of both vertically and hori-
zontally listed links. Figure 2.1(d) shows an example.
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In this chapter “link & image,” “vertical link set,” and “tiled link set” compo-
nents are referred to as “link set” components. Users’ reading behaviors change
according to the component’s class. For example, a user thoroughly reads each
sentence in a “text” component, while he/she views images as well as reads texts
in a “text & image” component. Furthermore, a user searches and selects an
objective link or a link of interest in a “vertical link set” or “tiled link set”
component.
2.2.2 Component Classification Method
After extraction of components as describe in Section 1.4, the system determines
the component classes defined in Section 2.2.1.
First, a component that contains only images is classified as the “image.”
Other components are classified as “text”/“text & image” or “link set,” based on
the link occupation; the ratio of the height occupied by link strings to that of the
entire component, which is a measure of how much amount link strings occupy
within the component:
Component class =
 Link set (if link occupation ratio ≥ γ)Text or text&image (if link occupation ratio < γ),
Link occupation =
(number of links) · (height of link text [pix])
component′s height [pix]
,
γ : a threshold that determines the balance of amount of
links in link set components and others.
To calculate the link occupation, we only use the heights of the component and
links, since we observed that many components aimed to show a list of links when
certain amount of lines (text and links) contained at least a link. Therefore, we
suppose a component is filled with text or link lines and each line contains at most
a link, and calculate the ratio of lines that contain a link. We empirically set the
threshold γ to 0.5 based on our observation. The height of link text is the height
of the strings that are embedded the links. Considering that it is becoming
popular to embed links in a plain text to refer Web pages, such as blogs and
Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main Page), we should consider more
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sophisticated method for determining the link occupation, e.g., layout analysis
and machine learning, which is one of our future work.
If the link occupation is equal to or greater than γ, the component is classified
as “link set.” Otherwise, the component is classified as “text” or “text & image;”
if it contains images, it is classified as “text & image,” or otherwise, as “text.”
Regarding a “link set,” if its height is larger than its width, it is classified as a
“vertical link set.” Otherwise, if it contains images, it is classified as a “link &
image.” If not, it is classified as a “tiled link set.” The system deals with image
links in the same way as textual links, e.g., a component that contains a set of
vertically listed image links is classified as a “vertical link set” component. Gen-
erally, image links are different from images without links, because most image
links are used as decorated strings of the link texts, or as a banner briefly repre-
senting the contents of the linked pages. In addition, users may consider image
links in the same way as text links, because their aim is searching and selecting
an objective link, but not viewing the images themselves in detail. Therefore,
image links are treated in the same way as text links.
2.2.3 Preliminary Experiments
Preliminary experiments were conducted to determine an effective way of pre-
senting a component according to its class and characteristics. Auto-scrolling
was considered as an effective approach, because it can reduce tiresome scroll
operations within a component. In these experiments, the effectiveness of auto-
scrolling and its appropriate setting was examined. Preliminary experiment 1
was targeted to check which component classes are suitable for auto-scrolling.
Subsequently, preliminary experiment 2 examined the appropriate setting for
auto-scrolling for those component classes that were evaluated as suitable for
auto-scrolling in preliminary experiment 1.
Preliminary Experiment 1
We asked 16 subjects (14 males and two females ranging from 20 to 30 years
old) to read six components in total, using auto-scrolling, where each component
belonged to one of the component classes described in Section 2.2.1. Then sub-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.2: Scroll paths
jects answered a questionnaire survey that asked which classes were suitable for
auto-scrolling.
For auto-scrolling, the scroll path was determined by the system for each
component based on the component’s shape as Figure 2.2 shows, in which the
rectangle with a solid line represents a component’s shape, the rectangle with
a dotted line represents a mobile phone’s screen, and the arrowhead represents
the scroll path’s direction. Specifically, when the component’s height was higher
than that of the mobile phone’s screen and the component’s width was narrower
than that of the screen, the scroll path was set to the vertical direction, as shown
in Figure 2.2 (a). On the contrary, when the component’s height was lower
than that of the screen and the component’s width was broader than that of the
screen, the scroll path was set to the horizontal direction, as shown in Figure
2.2 (b). When both the component’s height and width were larger than those
of the screen, the scroll path was set to zigzag, as shown in Figure 2.2 (c). In
the experiment, the auto-scrolling speed was set to 50 pixels per second, which
is based on a small test with five subjects where we asked their preferable auto-
scrolling speeds from 25 [pix/sec], 50 [pix/sec], and 75 [pix/sec]. The experimental
system displayed components on 240×240 [pix] screen of a mobile phone in the
same fashion as on a PC screen. The components used in this experiment were
extracted from the Web sites of MSN Japan (http://jp.msn.com/) and Osaka
University (http://www.osaka-u.ac.jp/en/guide/about/history.html).
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Experimental Results The result of the questionnaire survey confirmed that
auto-scrolling is not suitable for “text” and “text & image” components. This
is because people’s reading speeds strongly depend on individuals. Moreover,
some subjects mentioned that while reading a “text & image” component using
auto-scrolling, they could not look at images within the component. On the
other hand, it was confirmed that auto-scrolling is suitable for “image,” “link
& image,” “vertical link set,” and “tiled link set” components. However, some
subjects said that it was hard to view these components when the scroll path is
set to zigzag. Regarding “image” components, ten subjects stated that an auto-
scrolling speed of 50 [pix/sec] was effective, while for the “link set” components,
subjects’ opinions are divided; three subjects thought the auto-scrolling was too
fast, and another three subjects thought it too slow.
Preliminary Experiment 2
Preliminary experiment 1 showed that auto-scrolling is suitable for “image” and
“link set” components. It also showed that the auto-scrolling speed of 50 [pix/sec]
tended to be accepted for the “image” components, and thus we decided to use
this speed for “image” components. However, the proper speed for the “link set”
components had not been determined in experiment 1. Therefore, in preliminary
experiment 2, the most appropriate speed and zoom ratio of auto-scrolling were
examined. We asked 20 subjects (16 males and four females ranging from 20 to 30
years old) to use auto-scrolling to read “link set” components that were extracted
from five Web sites, including news and shopping sites. In the experimental
system, the subjects can adjust the speed and zoom ratio of the auto-scrolling.
Specifically, the basic auto-scrolling speed is set to 50 [pix/sec], and subjects can
change it by 10 [pix/sec] increments/decrements. The basic zoom ratio is set to
1.0, and subjects can change it by 0.1 increments/decrements. Scroll paths are
determined based on the components’ shapes in the same way with the experiment
1. In this experiment, each subject selected the speed and zoom ratio that he/she
thought the best.
Experimental Results Regarding the zoom ratio, answers from the subjects
were collected for different 320 cases, and these show that in 98.2% of cases, sub-
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Table 2.1: Preferable zoom ratio
Zoom ratio < 0.9 from 0.9 to 1.1 > 1.1
Number of answers 6 314 0
jects stated that the best zoom ratio was 0.9 to 1.1 (Table 2.1 shows the number
of answers for the preferable zoom ratio to view a component). That is, most
subjects liked the default zoom ratio. The reason is twofold; first, since subjects
aimed to view components (which is different from to look for a component from
a Web page), the zoom ratio needed to be preserved for visibility, i.e., subjects
required the certain scales to view contents of the components. The other rea-
son why the subjects disliked small or large zoom ratios is that, although JPEG
images are not suitable for scaling up and down, the system makes a screenshot
of a Web page in a JPEG format and displays it for auto-scrolling; therefore, the
appearance (resolution) of these images is deteriorated.
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the preferable auto-scrolling speeds selected by the
subjects. The appropriate scrolling speed, which users decided the best speed for
auto-scrolling, in the vertical direction were about 60 [pix/sec] on average for all
components. A t-Test was performed with a significance level of 5%, and it was
found that there was no significant difference among each pair of components.
Since letter strings within a component are displayed horizontally, the vertical
auto-scrolling goes through the letter strings one by one, like the end credits of
a movie. Thus, users could easily check each letter string one by one with auto-
scrolling. This is why users’ reading styles, i.e., favorite scrolling speeds, did not
differ much among subjects.
On the other hand, for horizontal auto-scrolling, subjects’ evaluations were
divided. There were two groups of components; the favored scrolling speed in the
horizontal direction was about 30 [pix/sec] on average for one group, and about
50 [pix/sec] for the other group was. Again, a t-Test with a significance level
of 5% was performed, and it was found that there was a significant difference
between the two groups. Since the auto-scrolling direction is same as that of
letter strings within a component, many letter strings appear at the same time,
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Figure 2.3: Preferable auto-scrolling speed for vertical scrolling
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Figure 2.4: Preferable auto-scrolling speed for horizontal scrolling
which means users have to look at them one at a time. In this case, the difference
in the favored scrolling speed may depend on whether or not a user can guess the
following letter strings. For example, if a user browses a familiar page, the user
can guess the next string from the currently displayed one or from part of the next
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Figure 2.5: System structure
one, and thus, they prefer a faster speed because it is boring to keep watching
known information with slow speed. Moreover, the preferred auto-scrolling speed
depends on the user’s reading style, e.g., whether the user thoroughly reads each
string or skims through the component.
2.3 Design and Implementation of Proposed Sys-
tem
2.3.1 Design of System Structure
Based on the results of these preliminary experiments, a system was designed
and implemented that offers adaptive component presentation. Figure 2.5 shows
the system structure.
The interaction module is composed of an input handler, a page handler, an
overview generator, and an adaptive presentation generator.
Input handler: This module handles a user’s input events, and sends this in-
formation to the page handler.
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Page handler: This module handles the screenshot of a Web page and infor-
mation of components and their classes that were received from the page
processor in the processing module. When it receives information of user’s
operations from the input handler, it sends the screenshot and the infor-
mation of component selected by the user to the overview generator and
adaptive presentation generator, respectively. In addition, it also handles
the information of link selection by the user, and requests the corresponding
Web page to the page processor in the processing module, by sending the
URL of the link and information of the user’s mobile phone’s screen.
Overview generator: This module displays an overview of a Web page created
from the screenshot received from the page handler.
Adaptive presentation generator: This module adaptively presents compo-
nents according to their characteristics.
The processing module is composed of a page processor, a component extractor,
and a component classifier, which can run as a proxy server.
Page processor: This module receives a Web page from a WWW server that
corresponds to the URL sent by the page handler in the interaction module.
It requests the component extractor to extract components from the page,
and then requests the component classifier to determine each component’s
class. Lastly, it returns the screenshot of the Web page, information of the
components, and their classes to the page handler.
Component extractor: This module extracts components from a Web page
(that is described in Section 1.4), then sends the component information to
the page processor.
Component classifier: This module determines each component’s class (that
is described in Section 2.2.2), then sends this information to the page pro-
cessor.
When a user selects a link on the mobile phone, the interaction module sends
the URL and information on the user’s mobile phone’s screen to the processing
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module. In response to this request, the processing module receives the corre-
sponding Web page from a WWW server, and makes a screenshot of the page.
Next, the processing module extracts components from the page, determines the
class of each component, and sends the screenshot, the components’ information
(location, height, and width) and the component classes to the interaction mod-
ule. The interaction module displays an overview of the requested page, which
is created from the screenshot and the component information received from the
processing module. When the user selects a component from the overview, the
interaction module performs an adaptive presentation of the component. The
following sections describe the details of the interaction module and the imple-
mentation of the system.
2.3.2 Web Page Overview
A user can select a component that he/she wants to read from the Web page
overview. An overview is a scaled-down page that fits the screen size of the user’s
mobile phone (Figure 2.6 (a)). The component that a user is currently reading,
i.e., where the pointer is focused, is automatically zoomed in. The user can fur-
ther zoom in the component by pressing a specific key on his/her mobile phone
(Figure 2.6 (b)). In addition, the user can perform the following operations:
Component selection: A user can select a component to view by pressing a
specific key on the mobile phone; the selected component is then presented
adaptively.
Back function: A user can go back to the Web page viewed prior to the current
page.
Forward function: A user can go forward to the Web page viewed before going
back to the current page.
2.3.3 Adaptive Presentation Methods
This clause describes how the adaptive presentation generator adaptively presents
components, which is determined based on our preliminary experiments.
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(a) Overview (b) Zooming in
Figure 2.6: Overview of a Web page
Text Components
Users read “text” components by manual scrolling, because the preliminary ex-
periments showed that people’s reading speeds strongly depend on individuals.
Figure 2.7 (a) shows a screenshot of a mobile phone displaying a “text” compo-
nent, where the arrowhead in the center is a pointer. The shape of the pointer
changes when the pointer is on a letter string of a link as shown in Figure 2.7
(b), where the user can select the link. In addition, the system offers a “jump”
function. The users can jump to the top of the next sentence by pressing a key
on the mobile phone when they finish reading the current sentence.
Image Components
An “image” component is presented by auto-scrolling at a speed of 50 [pix/sec]
as determined in the preliminary experiments. The preliminary experiments also
showed that auto-scrolling in a zigzag manner is hard for users to follow. There-
fore, in our system, if the size of a component is larger than that of the mobile
phone’s screen, the component is zoomed out until its height or width fits the
screen’s height or width. However, based on the results of the preliminary exper-
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(a) Manual scroll (b) Selecting a link
Figure 2.7: Adaptive presentation of a “text” component
iments, it preserves the zoom ratio from 0.9 to 1.1 to maintain the components’
resolution. In addition, users can stop auto-scrolling anytime, and they can scroll
manually. They also can select a link in the same way as for “text” components.
Text & Image Components
The preliminary experiments showed that users cannot read “text & image” com-
ponents comfortably with auto-scrolling because they cannot view images within
the components as they wish. Therefore, in our system, users read sentences
within “text & image” components by scrolling manually, and they can switch
over images within the components by pressing a key when they want to change
the image. That is, the users can switch over the images and sentences in rotation
by consecutively pressing the key. In this way, they can view images associated
with sentences, and then they can go back to the sentences. In addition, the
system offers a “jump” function, and users can select a link in the same way as
for “text” components.
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Link Set Components
“Link set” (link & image, vertical link set, and tiled link set) components are
presented using auto-scrolling because the preliminary experiments confirmed its
effectiveness. The system determines the speed and zoom ratio of the auto-
scrolling function according to the content of the component. Regarding the
speed, the system should show an appropriate amount of information while auto-
scrolling, which is the amount of information that a user can recognize while
scrolling. Therefore, we determine the speed using the Equation (2.1), which is
based on the definition of auto-scrolling speed proposed in [56]:
Speed[pix/sec] =
α
ID ·Breadth. (2.1)
Here, α [characters/sec] is the number of characters per second that a human can
recognize during auto-scrolling, and ID (information density)
[characters/pix2] is the number of characters per unit area, i.e., 1 [pix2], sup-
posing that all the characters within the component are uniformly distributed.
Breadth [pix] is the width (height) of the component in the orthogonal direction
using auto-scrolling, which is represented by the following formula:
Breadth =
 component
′s width (vertical scrolling)
component′s height (horizontal scrolling).
Therefore, the auto-scrolling speed is set so that the number of characters that
the user can recognize for a second is presented at the rate of 1 second intervals.
The preliminary experiments showed that when searching for an objective
link, users prefer different auto-scrolling speeds depending on the component
class and their individual reading styles. Therefore, the value of α is determined
based on the results of the preliminary experiments to take into account the
component classes and users’ reading styles. Accordingly, users should select
that appropriate value of α to adapt to individual reading styles so that they can
set an appropriate scrolling speed.
Next, the path and zoom ratio of auto-scrolling are determined as follows. If
the width (height) of the component is larger than the height (width) of mobile
phone’s screen, the path is set in the horizontal (vertical) direction. If the size
of component is larger than the mobile phone’s screen, the component is zoomed
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out to avoid zigzag auto-scrolling. Based on the results of the preliminary exper-
iments, it was determined that the zoom ratio should be limited from 0.9 to 1.1
to maintain the components’ resolution.
The system also offers rewind and fast-forward functions. In addition, users
can stop auto-scrolling and manually scroll anytime they want, and can select a
link in the same way as for “text” components.
2.3.4 Implementation of Prototype System
We implemented the system based on the above design. Since mobile phones lack
processing power at this time, the processing module was implemented on a PC
with Windows XP, and coded with Visual C# and PHP (Hypertext preproces-
sor). The interaction module was implemented on a mobile phone (SH900i [75])
that was equipped with an i-appli developed by NTT Docomo, and coded in
Java. Within the 240×320 [pix] screen of the mobile phone, i-appli can only use
a 240×240 [pix] area.
Since the technical progress of mobile phones is remarkably rapid, it is ex-
pected that it will be possible to implement the processing module on a mobile
phone in the very near future.
2.4 User Experiments Using Real Data
This section shows results of user experiments conducted to examine the effec-
tiveness of the implemented system.
2.4.1 Accuracy of Component Classification
Before the user experiments, the accuracy of the component classification was first
examined. Components were extracted from 25 popular Web pages such as Ya-
hoo! Japan (http://www.yahoo.co.jp/) and CNN.co.jp (http://www.cnn.co.jp/),
and each component’s class was determined using the implemented system. The
accuracy of the component classification was manually checked.
The system classified 218 components correctly, and 4 components incorrectly.
Thus, the accuracy was about 98%, which is high enough for practical use. The
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four miss-classifications include a case where a “tiled link set” component was
classified as “link & image.” This happened because the system treats all images
equally, e.g., a large image, which is the main content of a page and a small icon
image. To solve this problem, a more sophisticated image classification method,
such as [55], should be applied to the system.
2.4.2 User Experiments
We conducted two user experiments to examine the effectiveness of our system.
For comparison, a system was also implemented that offers traditional style Web
browsing on a mobile phone (SH900i), which was equipped with i-appli devel-
oped by NTT Docomo, using Java. This system is called as the “conventional
system,” whereas our system described in Section 2.3 is referred to as the “adap-
tive presentation system.” The conventional system presents Web pages as they
are, in the same way as those on PCs, within a 240 × 240 [pix] area of the mobile
phone’s screen. A user can scroll a page by pressing the direction pad of the
mobile phone. If a user presses the direction pad once, the page scrolls by 5 [pix],
and if the user keeps pressing it, the page keeps scrolling up to a speed of 150
[pix/sec] so that the user can scroll through a part he/she wants to skip through.
We set this speed based on the fact that users are used to scroll through an
unwanted part of information by keeping pressing the direction pad through the
experience of reading text massages by mobile phones, and the speed is usually
faster than 50 [pix/sec] (which aims to let users read information). If we set the
speed to 50 [pix/sec], users would feel irritated since the speed is much slower
than their expectation. Prior to the experiment, we asked three subjects to adjust
the speed of the conventional system, and decided to use 150 [pix/sec]. We also
compare a commercial Web browser for mobile phones, which adopt the popular
presentation style that restructures Web pages so that users can browse them by
only using vertical scrolling (which is referred to as “commercial browser” in the
following). The commercial browser presents the restructured pages also on a
240 × 240 [pix] area of the mobile phone’s screen. It also has the functionality
that when the user keeps pressing a direction pad, the Web page keeps scrolling.
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Experiment 1
Experimental Procedure We collected 30 subjects (16 males and four fe-
males from 20 to 30 years old) who are familiar with using mobile phones and
divided them into three groups (ten subjects in each group), where group 1
used the adaptive presentation system, group 2 used the conventional system,
and group 3 used the commercial browser. Before starting the experiments,
the subjects in the first group were given an opportunity to read the KYODO
NEWS (http://www.kyodo.co.jp/) to practice using the system. After that,
the subjects in all groups were asked to search and select a particular link on
a Web page about cooking (http://www.ajinomoto.co.jp/recipe/??top3=recipe
Index2) (task 1). Next, on the page linked from the page in task 1, the subjects
were asked to read texts (task 2-1) and to select a link associated with a dish
they like (task 2-2). The experiments involved situations where a user searches
an objective link in a large Web page in task 1, where a user reads a “text &
image” component in task 2-1, and where a user reads a “link set” component in
task 2-2.
The subjects’ operation logs were recorded on the adaptive presentation and
conventional systems. These logs contain information about each user operation
(the key pressed by the user and the time) and the position of a Web page that
was displayed on the mobile phone at the rate of every 0.1 secs. Regarding
the commercial browser, since it is not possible to modify commercial products,
we cannot automatically record logs. Therefore, we count subjects’ numbers
of operations manually, which are double-checked using a video capturing each
subject’s experiment scene. Additionally, orbits of use in commercial browser
become only straight lines because of the reconstruction of Web pages, thus we
might not get useful insights.
Results and Discussion Figure 2.8 shows the number of operations by each
subject in task 1, where values are categorized based on used systems and shown
in ascending order. The result shows that most subjects in group 1 (adaptive pre-
sentation system user) could find the objective link with fewer operations than
those in group 2 (conventional system user) and 3 (commercial browser user). The
medians of the number of operations on the adaptive presentation system, con-
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Figure 2.8: The number of operations in task 1
ventional system, and the commercial browser were 32, 78, and 46, respectively.
A Mann-Whitney U test [59] with a significance level of 5% was performed for
the experimental results, which is a widely used non-parametric statistical signif-
icance test that is suitable for data sets that contain large differences among indi-
viduals, like the case of the experiment reported here. As the result, it was found
that there was a significant difference (U=17.0, U-table(10,10)=23.0) between
the results in the adaptive presentation system and those in the conventional
system, while there were no significant difference between the adaptive presenta-
tion system and the commercial browser. These results show that our adaptive
presentation system costs operations of at most the same amount with the com-
mercial browser that provides quite simple operations, e.g., vertical scrolling.
We observed that the subjects used the commercial browser greatly reduced the
number of operations by keeping pressing a direction pad, while it caused rapid
scrolling in vertical direction. Some subjects commented that this high-speed
scrolling disturbed them to browse the page.
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We examined the scroll orbits of two subjects, who performed the most num-
ber of operations with the adaptive presentation system, and found that they
repeated scrolling and zooming many times. After the experiment, we inter-
viewed them and obtained comment that they could not find the component
containing the objective link because the zoom ratio of the overview was too
small, thus it was difficult to recognize the characters. Some other subjects who
used the system also commented that the zoom ratio should be modified. This
suggests the appropriate styles of overview can be improved, as we will describe
in Chapter 4.
We further analyze subjects’ behaviors using their browsing orbits on ex-
perimental pages. We should note here that we do not discuss the commercial
browser, since we could not record logs on the commercial browser to avoid mod-
ifying commercial products. Also, orbits of use in commercial browser become
only straight lines because of the reconstruction of Web pages, thus we might
not get useful insights. Figure 2.9 shows a typical scroll orbit of a subject using
the adaptive presentation system, and Figure 2.10 shows the same for the con-
ventional system in task 2-1 and task 2-2. The orbit in the first case was much
simpler; it was a purely combination of horizontal lines and vertical lines. Since
the adaptive presentation system provides an overview of a Web page, where the
boundary lines of components are clearly shown, and adaptive presentation is
performed individually for each component, users can easily grasp the content
and structure of the whole page. The shape of the component, such as hori-
zontally and vertically long, enables subjects to recognize which direction they
should scroll to, and hence, the scroll orbit was simple. On the other hand, the
orbit using the conventional system was highly complex, with the subject trav-
eling back and forth among different parts of a Web page many times. This is
because the subjects using the conventional system were not given information
of the structure of the page and their current position within the page, thus they
scrolled back and forth to understand it. Moreover, since the conventional sys-
tem does not show the boundaries among components, the subjects could not
recognize which direction they should scroll to.
Figure 2.11 shows an area browsed by a subject engaged in task 2-2 using
the conventional system. Specifically, the gray area indicates the area that was
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Figure 2.9: Scroll orbits of a subject using the adaptive presentation system (the
thick rectangles show component boundaries)
displayed on the screen of the subject’s mobile phone. It can be seen that within
a component, there is a part that the subject did not browse. From this result,
it is confirmed that in the conventional system, the subjects could not recognize
either their current positions within a page or boundaries among components.
This problem never happens when browsing Web pages on desktop PCs, and
it is a serious issue for mobile phone users because they might not be able to
browse full information on Web pages, i.e., they might miss beneficial information
when browsing the pages by mobile phones. The adaptive presentation system
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Figure 2.10: Scroll orbits of a subject using the conventional system
can avoid this problem by providing an effective overview and by individually
presenting each component.
The scroll orbits of all subjects were analyzed. From this analysis, it is found
that the subjects in group 1 engaged in task 2-1 effectively used the image switch-
ing function described in Section 2.3.3 to view images. Some subjects viewed im-
ages first, others viewed them after reading texts. On the other hand, it was also
found that subjects using the conventional system viewed images when they first
found them on the screen even while they were reading texts. Moreover, some
of them missed some images. These subjects said that they did not notice these
images because the images did not appear on the screen while scrolling. Since a
mobile phone’s screen can display only a part of a Web page, users cannot know
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Figure 2.11: Area browsed by a subject using the conventional system
what contents are contained in the page until they scroll to the part where the
contents exist.
The orbits of all the subjects engaged in task 2-2 using the conventional system
contained many short line segments with lengths less than 200 pixels, as shown
in Figure 2.10, where the average number of short line segments for each subject
was 4.6. These short line segments indicate that the subjects often scrolled to one
edge of a page to recognize their current position within at page, and they often
scrolled to an adjacent component to establish the boundary with the component.
Obviously, the shorter line segments appear, the more tiresome scroll operations
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the user is forced to perform. Many subjects who used the conventional system
said that during scrolling, they often got lost within the page and could not find
out where to scroll. These subjects had to scroll around to recognize the current
position, and they complained that these scroll operations were really frustrating.
On the other hand, most orbits using the adaptive presentation system contained
only long horizontal and vertical line segments, as shown in Figure 2.9. Since the
subjects could view components by auto-scrolling, they did not lose their locations
whilst scrolling. Consequently, this result confirms that auto-scrolling can reduce
tiresome scroll operations.
Experiment 2
Experimental Procedure In this experiment, 18 subjects (14 males and four
females from 20 to 30 years old) were asked to use all of the adaptive presentation
system, conventional system, and commercial browser, and to answer a question-
naire to compare their usability. Specifically, the subjects were divided into three
groups and asked to use each system in different orders for fair comparison. Be-
fore starting the experiment, all the subjects were given time to browse the Web
site of KYODO NEWS (http://www.kyodo.co.jp/) to learn how to use experi-
mental systems. After that, the subjects were asked to freely browse a page on
each of the Web sites, Yahoo! Japan (http://www.yahoo.co.jp/), Yahoo! NEWS
(http://dailynews.yahoo.co.jp/
fc/), and goo (http://www.goo.ne.jp/), and to select a link of interest. For each
site, the subjects repeated this task sequence (free browsing and link selection)
for three times. Such a Web browsing style, i.e., reading a page and selecting a
link of interest on a popular portal or news site, are ordinary in daily life.
In the questionnaire survey, the subjects were asked two kinds of questions;
scoring the usability of each system and free writing about the advantages and
disadvantages of each system. Regarding usability scoring, the subjects were
asked to respond to each of the following questions by scoring from −3 (not good
at all) to 3 (very good). We set the questions so that the higher score means
more positive impression.
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(i) How easy it was to find an objective link?
(ii) How easy it was to read texts?
(iii) How easy it was to view images?
(iv) How easy it was to read a set of links?
(v) How easy it was to grasp the current position within a page?
(vi) How similar the experience was to Web browsing using PCs?
(vii) How intuitive the system was for operation?
(viii) How would you like to use the system after this?
Results and Discussion Table 2.2 shows the average scores and their standard
deviations of the questionnaire survey. From the results, the proposed adaptive
presentation system obtained very high scores for three questions: (iii) “How
easy it was to view images?,” (iv) “How easy it was to read a set of links?,”
and (v) “How easy it was to grasp the current position within a page?” This
shows that the subjects who used the adaptive presentation system could grasp
the structure of a Web page and the current position within the page using the
overview. It is also shown that the subjects could effectively view images and a
set of links by auto-scrolling, because they did not need manual scrolling. This
fact was also confirmed from the results of the free writing question, where one
subject mentioned that he could read components without manual scrolling, and
it was really nice.
The adaptive presentation system also obtained a high score for question
(i) “How easy it was to find an objective link?.” Generally, while searching an
objective link, users judge the role of a link, and whether or not the link is related
to a main content, a menu link and an advertisement, based on the structure of the
page. The scoring result shows that the subjects using the adaptive presentation
system could easily grasp the structure of the page from the overview and could
comfortably read components owing to the adaptive presentation, i.e., could easily
find an objective link.
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Table 2.2: Average scores (standard deviations) aggregated all subjects
Question Adaptive
presentation
system
Conventional
system
Commercial
browser
(i) How easy it was to find
an objective link?
0.9 (1.2) -0.8 (1.7) -0.5 (1.8)
(ii) How easy it was to read
texts?
0.7 (1.3) -0.8 (1.9) 1.3 (1.6)
(iii) How easy it was to view
images?
1.4 (1.4) -0.3 (1.7) 0.2 (1.7)
(iv) How easy it was to read
a set of links?
1.9 (0.9) 0.1 (1.3) 0.2 (1.9)
(v) How easy it was to grasp
the current position within a
page?
2.4 (0.9) -0.9 (1.7) -1.3 (1.3)
(vi) How similar the expe-
rience was to Web browsing
using PCs?
-0.4 (1.9) 1.1 (1.5) -1.1 (1.7)
(vii) How intuitive the sys-
tem was for operation?
-0.8 (1.6) 1.1 (1.6) 1.2 (1.5)
(viii) How would you like to
use the system after this?
1.8 (0.9) -0.6 (1.8) 0.1 (1.9)
On the contrary, the conventional system obtained high scores for two ques-
tions (vi) “How similar the experience was to Web browsing using PCs?” and
(vii) “How intuitive the system was for operation?,” because it presents a Web
page in the same way as on desktop PCs, and requires more naive operations.
However, the conventional system obtained very low scores for other questions
because the subjects easily lost their current positions while scrolling and needed
to perform many operations.
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The commercial browser especially obtained high score for question (ii) “ How
easy it was to read texts?” This result shows that scroll operation in horizontal
direction is burdensome for users when reading text. However, linearizing Web
pages results in producing extremely long pages, and pages’ appearances are
dramatically changed. Some subjects commented that they felt uneasy during
scrolling through such long pages because they could not estimate how long a page
would continue and where they were viewing. Furthermore, subjects said that
they were confused when they saw a familiar page in totally different appearance.
Throughout this experiment, we conclude that the adaptive presentation sys-
tem is effective for Web browsing using mobile phones, supported by the fact that
it obtained high score for question (viii) “How would you like to use the system
after this?”
2.5 Summary
This chapter proposed the adaptive presentation system for Web browsing using
mobile phones. This system reduces successive scroll operations to find a com-
ponent of interest by providing an overview of the page. In addition, the system
adaptively presents the component according to its component class, and thus,
users are required fewer operations to view it. The results of user experiments
showed that the adaptive presentation system can reduce scroll operations to look
for a component by showing the overview of the page and operations to read the
component by adaptively presenting it according to its characteristics. It was
also confirmed that the proposed system can reduce the possibility that users
miss information in a Web page.
As part of future work, we further consider the distribution of contents, i.e.,
text, links, and images, in a component during auto-scrolling. Although we as-
sumed that the characters are uniformly distributed in a component when deter-
mining the auto-scrolling speed, and the speed becomes constant in the compo-
nent, it should be adjusted according to the actual character distribution, i.e., the
speed becomes slower in an area where many characters densely exist. Further-
more, we consider more sophisticated way to set scroll paths. The preliminary
experiment showed that users do not prefer a zig-zag scrolling, however, to keep
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visibility of information, a zoom ratio has to be preserved to around 1.0. To
reduce burden on the zig-zag scrolling, we can take the distribution of contents
into account, i.e., setting scroll paths so that they are along with the direction
that users view the contents.
Chapter 3
Design and Implementation of a
Web Browser for Mobile Phones
to Reduce Mobile Users’
Cognitive Load
3.1 Background
In Chapter 2, we proposed a Web browsing system that presents components of
a Web page adapted to their characteristics, where we assumed that users browse
Web pages in somehow fixed situations, such as sitting on a chair at their home.
In this chapter, we focus on users who are in various situations. Considering that
mobile phones are getting smaller and more portable, it is natural that dynamic
browsing situations are also possible, such as walking a street and riding a train
while commuting. Oulasvirta et al. [68] showed that users’ cognitive loads are
different according to situations, which implies that Web browsing functions that
satisfy users’ available cognitive resources are different based on users’ situations.
For example, when users are searching a specific article from a Web page while
walking outside, a presentation style that requires minimal operations is suit-
able, since users have to pay much attention to their environment compared to
indoors. As we described in Section 1.2.1, although there are many studies that
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aim to provide comfortable Web browsing experience using mobile phones, none
of them considered the possibility that presentation functions that satisfy users’
requirement are different according to users’ browsing situations, which we focus
on this chapter.
It is usually difficult to precisely detect or predict users’ situations by using
some sensing devices, because to fully equip a phone with accurate sensors is very
costly. Furthermore, preferences of functions on each browsing situations would
be user dependent. Therefore, we think that it is reasonable and effective to
provide functions so that users can easily select a presentation style by themselves
to adjust their distribution of cognitive resources according to their situations.
In this chapter, we propose a novel Web browsing system called OPA Browser
(One Push Aegis Browser), in which keys on the telephone keypad of a mobile
phone have different functions for presenting Web pages. We selected functions
to reduce users’ cognitive load on fundamental operations on Web browsing so
that they can release enough cognitive resource to interact with their current
environment while browsing Web pages comfortably, which is based on RCF
(Resource Competition Framework) proposed in [68] and informal interviews of
our previous user experiments. To our best knowledge, this is the first Web
browser for mobile phones that considers the variety of users’ Web browsing
situations.
In the following, Section 3.2 explains the design of the proposed OPA Browser.
Then Section 3.3 describes a user experiment that we conducted in a real situ-
ations by asking participants to use OPA Browser for three days in their daily
life. Finally, we discuss concluding remarks and future work in Section 4.5.
3.2 OPA Browser and Presentation Methods
In this browser, we aim to provide various presentation functions so that users
can easily select ones adapted to their situations to adjust their cognitive resource
distribution. Since most mobile phones commonly have a direction pad and tele-
phone keypad, and the direction pad is usually reserved for scrolling operation,
we assigned different presentation functions on each key of telephone keypad of a
mobile phone, and users can select a function by only pressing the corresponding
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key. In the following, we first describe motivations on selecting functions to pro-
vide, which is based on users’ cognitive resource distribution during Web browsing
using mobile phones in various situations, and then introduce each function in
detail.
3.2.1 Fragmented Attention of Mobile Users in Dynamic
Situations
When mobile users are in a dynamic situation, their cognitive resources are re-
served partly for monitoring and reacting environments, and partly for interacting
with mobile devices. Kristoffersen and Ljungberg [50] describe that mobile de-
vices reserve users’ physical and attentional capabilities from other tasks required
for mobility. They observe that mobile users need to“make a place” for the device
in a taxing situation (e.g., drivers may need to stop the car to release enough re-
sources to operate a phone). Similar observations are made by Pascoe et al. [70]
and by Lumsden and Brewster [53], where they mention that there is often a
conflict between interaction with environments and mobile devices.
Oulasvirta et al. [68] propose RCF (Resource Competition Framework) that
relates mobile task demands to users’ cognitive resources, which is our basis of
the function design of OPA Browser. Table 3.1 shows cognitive faculties, their
resources, and limitations that have practical significance for mobile Web brows-
ing. In this manner, users’ actions on Web browsing are defined as combinations
of the cognitive faculties as follows:
• Scrolling: consists of cognitive faculties 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
• Deciding scroll path: consists of cognitive faculties 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
• Searching information from screen: consists of cognitive faculties 2, 3, 4,
and 6
They conduct user experiments with 28 subjects in typical mobile situations, and
conclude that subjects’ cognitive resource (percentage of time spent to attend the
environment) dwells in the environment much more while outdoors than indoors,
and more crowded places than calm places as Table 3.2 shows.
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Table 3.1: Cognitive faculty, the provided resource, and known limitation in
mobile Web browsing [68]
# Cognitive faculty Provided resource Limitations
1 Motor control Sequencing, timing, control,
and finalization of motor
actions
Fluent execution de-
pendent on learned
procedural skills.
2 Sensation Intake of external stimuli Acuity, accuracy
3 Perception Organization of sense data Uniformity of
perception
4 Attention Search, selection, and integra-
tion in and across modality-
bound representations
Limited spatial
span, limited object
span
5 Central executive Meta-level control of cognitive
operations; selection, inhibi-
tion, updating, and shifting
Serial processing
6 Working memory Retention of previously at-
tended information
Short relation span,
small capacity
7 Episodic memory Mental “time travel” Distortions, slow,
and effortful access
8 Semantic memory Fact knowledge Susceptibility to
interference
9 Thought Conscious manipulation of
Working memory materials;
abstraction, inference, reason-
ing, and problem-solving
Uniformity of
thought, reliance on
heuristics
Based on these studies, we design functions to reduce the amount of cognitive
resource that mobile Web browsing occupies in dynamic situations as listed in
Table 3.2, since it becomes burden in cognitively busy situations. First, to re-
duce the cognitive load on scrolling, we further classify scroll operation into two:
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Table 3.2: Percentage of time spent for attending the environment [68]
Situation %
Quiet laboratory 5
Crowded metro car 14
Crowded bus 16
Crowded station 20
Escalator 20
Cafeteria 22
Quiet street 23
Metro platform 24
Busy street 51
scrolling on a Web page and on a component. To reduce the load on scrolling the
page, it is effective to enable users to jump to components around, since compo-
nents are information blocks of the same sort, and thus users can cue information
blocks one by one using this function. In this manner, we can reduce the cogni-
tive load of faculties 1, 4, and 5. On the other hand, to reduce the cognitive load
on scrolling a component, the most naive way is to enlarge the unit of scrolling,
where users can control scrolling operation. This reduces the cognitive load of
faculty 1. We also provide the auto-scrolling function to further reduce the cog-
nitive load on scrolling, in which users browse a component by totally passive
manner. This greatly reduces the cognitive load of faculty 1, while increases the
load of faculty 4, since users cannot control the movement of screen and passively
view the automatically scrolled screen.
Second, to reduce the cognitive load on deciding a scroll path, showing the
whole page structure is effective so that users can easily look for information of
their interest from the entire page. For this aim, we decided to provide three
kinds of functions, e.g., presenting the scaled-down page, dividing the screen
into four parts and presenting contents on each of them (we refer this to “tile
view” in the following), and providing a magnifying glass. Presenting the scaled-
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down page is the conventional method to show the entire page on mobile phone
screens at a glance, while its scale is sometimes too small to show details of
contents. Therefore, we also provide the other two functions, where providing
the magnifying glass is also a popular method to show the details of contents
on scaled-down documents, images, and Web pages on PC screens [25], which
is widely adopted by commercial products, such as Adobe Acrobat Reader [1].
The design of the tile view is based on the comments that were obtained from
the informal interview of the user experiments conducted in Chapter 2. Some
subjects mentioned that it would be great if they could view some components
at a time with a bigger scale. These functions effective to reduce the cognitive
load of faculty 4, where the reduction rate of each function would depend on
users. In that informal interview, some subjects also mentioned that when they
already have what information they want in mind, a word search function would
be effective since it enables them to directly jump to the content. Although
the cognitive load for inputting text using the telephone keypad would be large,
the word search function reduces cognitive load of all other faculties required to
decide a scroll path.
Finally, there is no direct solution to reduce the cognitive load on searching
information on a small screen, since it is difficult to predict what information
users are currently looking for on the Web page. We can, however, “assist” users
to search information. There are basically three kinds of information on Web
pages, e.g., text, links, and images, and thus we provide functions to assist users
to search them. Specifically, we provide two functions; jumping to image and
relevant component functions, which aim to assist to search images and text/links,
respectively. In this manner, we can reduce the cognitive load of faculties 2 and 3.
In the previous user experiments conducted in Chapter 2, we confirmed that the
subjects could use the image cue function and effectively looked for and browsed
images, which are possibly missed due to the limited presentation area. Therefore,
we decided to provide the function in OPA Browser as well. As for jumping to
a relevant component function, we aim to reduce the cognitive load after they
find information of interest and further look for related information in the page,
which results in reducing the cognitive load of faculty 6. These functions are also
effective to enhance users’ Web browsing experience, which is possibly limited
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since users can only see a small portion of the page due to the small screen of
mobile phone and the entire view of the page is unavailable, as the experimental
results in Chapter 2 showed.
Table 3.3 summarizes OPA Browser’s functions assigned to telephone key-
pad. Here, if displayed contents change suddenly and drastically, users cannot
understand the system’s operations, and thus get confused in browsing. There-
fore, OPA Browser uses auto-scrolling for “jump” in functions 3, 4, 5, and 8 so
that users can intuitively understand the operation. As described in Table 3.3,
overview and word search functions further provide different functionalities, and
users can select one of them. As for the overview, users can select two different
presentation styles; they first select key 1 (overview) and then selects one of the
two presentation styles on the displayed menu. As for the word search, they first
select key 7 (word search) and then select one of four search functions from the
displayed menu, e.g., same word, synonym, antonym, and input word searches.
Furthermore, the keys of 0, #, and ∗ corresponds to bookmark, back, and forward
functions to help users browse Web pages as with ordinary Web browsers.
We should note that the allocation of functions on keys of the telephone
keypad is arbitrary. Although we allocated more fundamental functions on upper
keys so that users can easily memorize and access them, optimal allocations would
be different among users. Optimizing the allocations depending on users is our
future work.
3.2.2 Sample User Scenarios
We describe examples of user scenarios and show functions that are expected to
be selected by the user to browse Web pages adapted to his/her situation.
First of all, a user launches OPA Browser stored in his/her mobile phone and
inputs the URL of a Web page that he/she wants to browse or selects a Web page
from bookmarks. When the selected page is downloaded, the page is presented
in the same way as on PCs. Then, he/she selects functions according to his/her
situation and browses the page.
Suppose a user who have lunch with browsing Web pages for preparation
of her afternoon meeting. She has to concentrate on browsing to some degree
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Table 3.3: Functions assigned to telephone keypad
key Function Outline of the function
Menu Outline
1 Overview Scaled-down view A scaled-down page that fits the screen
size is displayed.
Tile view The screen is divided into four sub-
screens and a part of components is dis-
played on each sub-screens.
2 Scrolling per
screen size
– User can scroll a page at the unit as the
mobile phone’s screen size.
3 Jump to the pre-
vious component
– User can jump to the previous compo-
nent (block of related information).
4 Jump to the next
component
– User can jump to the next component.
5 Jump to an
image
– User can jump to an image within a
page sequentially.
6 Magnifying glass – User can magnify a content with a mag-
nifying glass on the overview of a page.
7 Word search Same word search User can search words that match with
a link that he/she now focuses on.
Synonym search User can search synonym words of a
link that he/she now focuses on.
Antonym search User can search antonym words of a
link that he/she now focuses on.
Input word search User can search words that match with
a word that he/she input.
8 Jump to a rele-
vant component
– User can jump to a relevant
component.
9 Auto-scrolling – User can browse a component using
auto-scrolling.
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Overview Auto scrolling
Figure 3.1: User browsing Web pages having lunch
while eating lunch. In this case, she first uses overview (function 1) to grasp the
entire page structure and find a content quickly (see Figure 3.1). When she finds
the content of interest, she switches to auto-scrolling (function 9). While auto-
scrolling, she eats lunch and sometimes views the mobile phone’s screen to check
which part of the content is important for her. By auto-scrolling, she can view the
content without manual scrolling, and thus, she can continue lunch uninterrupted.
Finally when she finds the most important part within the content, she switches
off all functions and reads the part carefully using manual scrolling.
On the other hand, suppose a user who rides on a train for a long time and
has enough motivation to browse Web pages that he often checks using his PC. In
his case, he does not need overview because he is already familiar with the whole
page structure. Thus, he gets around using scrolling per screen size function
(function 2) and jumping to the next/previous component function (functions 3
and 4) to reduce scrolling operations. When he finds an interesting content, he
reads it carefully. If he wants to check a relevant content within the page, he uses
the function of jumping to the relevant component (function 8).
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(a) Scaled-down view (b) Tile view
Figure 3.2: Two styles of overview
3.2.3 Web Page Overview (Function 1)
For mobile phone users, it is difficult to grasp the entire structure of a Web page
because a mobile phone’s screen presents only a small part of the page. Users
usually recognize the role of each content area (e.g., a main content, a menu of
the page, and an advertisement) based on the structure of the page. Users also
decide in which direction to scroll from the structure of the page, and thus, if
they cannot grasp the page structure, they often lose their way on the page. To
solve this problem, presenting an overview of the page is effective. Our system
provides the following two styles of overview.
Scaled-down View:
A scaled-down page that fits the screen size of users’ mobile phones is displayed,
so that they can grasp the structure of the whole page at a glance. Figure 3.2 (a)
shows an example of a scaled-down page. In this image, there is a pointer similar
to a mouse cursor. Users can move this pointer by operating the direction pad
and scrolling the scaled-down page. When users select a content specified by the
pointer, it is displayed on the mobile phone’s screen in its original size. Here,
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Figure 3.3: Zooming up
users cannot read the detail of the component because the zoom ratio of overview
is often too small. Thus, OPA Browser provides here a function to zoom up a
component. In the bottom of Figure 3.2 (a), there is a menu represented by a
“+” mark. When users press a corresponding key (a soft key), the component
that users now focus on is consecutively zoomed up (see Figure 3.3). As a result
of the consecutive zooming up, the component is finally presented in its original
size (if the size of the component is bigger than that of the screen, the component
is scaled-down to fit its height or width with that of the screen). We designed this
function to zoom up gradually so that users can easily understand the operation
of OPA Browser, because if the component is suddenly zoomed up, users cannot
connect the current screen with the previous presentation and might get confused.
Tile View:
This function aims to show more details of components, since the scaled-down
page is sometimes too small. A mobile phone’s screen is divided into four parts
(sub-screens), and a part of each component of a Web page is displayed on each
sub-screen. Compared to the scaled-down view, users cannot see the whole struc-
ture at a glance from the tile view but can see components with their original
sizes, and compare them all at the same time. When users press the direction pad
downward, the next four components are displayed on each sub-screen. Figure 3.2
(b) shows an example of the tile view, where each sub-screen is allocated a num-
ber. If users select a certain sub-screen’s number by pressing the corresponding
key, the component is displayed on the full screen with its original size.
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3.2.4 Enlargement of Scroll Unit (Function 2)
This function aims to decrease the number of users’ operations by simply enlarg-
ing the unit of scrolling. In this function, the unit of scrolling is set as three
quarters of the screen’s width/height. By doing so, previously displayed con-
tents and the current ones overlap to some degree, and thus users can recognize
the connections among displayed contents and to which direction they are now
scrolling.
3.2.5 Jump to Components (Functions 3, 4)
To reduce the number of operations to scroll the entire page, functions 3 and 4
enable users to jump to the previous and next components from the currently
read component by only pressing a single key. The approach of this function is
based on the fact that components are blocks of relevant information, thus, users
can easily decide which component to read from the fraction of the component
presented while moving.
Function 2 only enlarges the unit of scrolling, but does not consider compo-
nents’ borders. On the other hand, functions 3 and 4 allow users to jump to the
previous and the next component where the unit of jump is one component.
3.2.6 Cue Images (Function 5)
This function helps users browse images in a component, which are sometimes
ignored since users do not notice their presence due to the limited presentation
area as shown in the user experiments in Chapter 2. Using this function, users
can jump to an image within a component sequentially. A Web page is basically
composed of texts, links, and images, where images sometimes play important
roles, e.g., depicting the main content of the page and representing the content
of a linked page such as a banner. Therefore, the function to jump to an image
within a component is useful for finding important information.
To determine the order to show images, their sizes and attributes (JPEG, GIF,
and PNG) are useful properties that can be obtained with simple computation
[55]. Textures and colors are also useful properties, however, it requires much
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computational time, and thus it is not applicable at this moment. Therefore,
OPA Browser determines priorities of images fimage based on Equation (3.1) and
shows images according to their priorities in order.
fimage = Size+ α ·Dist+ β ·Wimage. (3.1)
Size : size of the image [pix2]
Dist : Euclidean distance between the current position and the image
Wimage : weight determined based on the image size and attribute
α, β : scaling parameters
Here, the weighing function Wimage is determined based on image attributes, i.e.,
it becomes largest for JPEG images, since we confirmed in our previous work [55]
that JPEG images regularly play the main part in a Web page, such as a photo
associated with a headline news. In addition, the bigger the size of an image
becomes, the higher its importance grows. Thus, Wimage is set high for GIF and
PNG images whose size is bigger than a certain threshold. We also confirmed in
the previous work [55] that particular images are usually used as icons or bullet
item icons, whose width and height are especially small and aspect ratio is nearly
1.0. Thus, in this function, such particular images are regarded as noise and
ignored.
In this manner, users can first view an image that is located near the position
they are focusing on and has greater importance than others. In the user exper-
iments in Chapter 2, we observed that users prefer to first view images that are
located near the current position. Additionally, images of higher importance in a
component should be presented initially. When we implemented our browser for
the first time, we used the distance (appearance order) computed in the HTML
source instead of that in the rendered Web page. However, as a result of the
user study using the prototype, many subjects mentioned that they could not
understand intuitively which images would be displayed next. Thus, we decided
to use the distance between images within the component currently focused on
in the rendered page.
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Figure 3.4: Magnifying glass
3.2.7 Magnifying Glass (Function 6)
While users can grasp the structure of a Web page from the overview, the zoom
ratio of the overview is often too small, and it is difficult for users to read the
contents of the page. To solve this problem, this function provides the magnifying
glass functionality, which is one of the most common methods to show the details
of contents on scaled-down documents, images, and Web pages on PC screens
[1, 25]. The left side of the screenshot in Figure 3.4 shows an example of the
magnifying glass function, where users can browse contents with the original size
on the overview and read them. When users find a content that looks interesting,
they exit from the function and read it with the original size.
Regarding the size of the magnifying glass, while users are reading a content,
the large-sized magnifying glass is better for them. On the other hand, while
users are scrolling, the narrow-sized magnifying glass is suitable because the large-
sized magnifying glass covers its background (overview) and it is hard for users
to grasp the distance they scrolled. Thus, OPA Browser determines the size of
the magnifying glass Magsize dynamically using Equation (3.2):
Magsize = (W× P )× (H× P ). (3.2)
W : Width of the screen
H : Height of the screen
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P =

3/4 if t < ts
{3− (t− ts)}/4 else if ts ≤ t < ts + 600[msec]
1/2 otherwise t ≥ ts + 600[msec]
t : the current time
ts : time the user started scrolling
In this manner, when a user is viewing a content with the magnifying glass, its
width and height is set to three quarter of those of the screen. When a user
starts scrolling, the size of the magnifying glass becomes gradually small until its
width and height becomes half of those of the screen. Regarding the size of the
magnifying glass, it would be better to adjust the size based on the scroll speed,
since users might not follow the scrolled distance when the speed is fast and the
magnifying glass covers a large part of the screen, which is our future work.
The middle screenshot in Figure 3.4 is that of while scrolling. Furthermore,
it is designed in the way that the decreasing and increasing of size of magnifying
glass is smooth to let users understand the operation intuitively.
3.2.8 Word Search (Function 7)
As mentioned above, mobile phones can display only a small part of a Web page,
thus, it is difficult for users to find the information of interest. Therefore, OPA
Browser provides a word search function that enables users to directly find the in-
formation of interest in exchange of operations to specify query terms. Inputting
a word using telephone keypad of a mobile phone requires many operations.
Thus, we assigned three different search functions called “same word search,”
“synonym search” and “antonym search,” in addition to the normal word search
function (refereed to as “input word search,” i.e., users input a word to search). In
these three search functions, users can find words using a link on which they are
presently focused. For example, in the “same word search,” users can find words
that match with the link, while in synonym and antonym searches, they can find
its synonyms and antonyms. By using synonyms as candidates for search, users
can extend the search range, so that they can obtain results on more than the
“same word search.” In addition, we expect the “antonym search” to be used
only when users browse Web pages with enough time and look for interesting
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Video
Video & TV
Video
Figure 3.5: Example of word search
information through net-surfing. Due to the implementation issue, OPA Browser
can use only link strings to the word search but cannot use those of plain text.
Figure 3.5 depicts the case where a user searches the word “video” by the word
search function, in which the dotted arrows represent the moving direction of the
mobile phone’s screen (these doted arrows and word balloons are not presented
in the real operation). In the case of the input word search, when users press key
7 and select “Input word” from the presented menu (see Figure 3.6 (a)), they
input a word in the form and press the “search” button (see Figure 3.6 (b)). The
screen of the mobile phone then moves by auto-scrolling to one of the link strings
that contain the input word. When users press the center action button of the
mobile phone, the screen moves the next resulting link string. In other searches,
when users select one of the search functions from the menu and press the center
action button on a link string that they want to search, the screen of mobile
phone automatically moves to one of the resulting link strings.
3.2.9 Detecting Relevant Components (Function 8)
As mentioned, components are information blocks of the same sort, and Web
pages presenting specific information, such as a news page of IT technology,
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(a) Word search menu (b) Input word search
Figure 3.6: Menu of word search function
contain some components that have relevant information. This function enables
users to jump to among relevant components, which can enhance their Web
browsing experience. We consider that this function is effective when users browse
a Web page without a specific goals. If a user has specific objectives such as to
read articles about a newly released mobile phone (he/she memorized the model
number of the mobile phone) in a Web page, the user can easily find objective
articles using the word search function (function 7). On the other hand, if a
user wants to read articles about mobile phones (he/she does not have specific
objectives), the user can find more articles using the function to jump to a relevant
component after first reading one of the objective articles.
To determine relevant components, OPA Browser uses all text (both plain
text and link strings) and images within a component to model them as a feature
vector. OPA Browser scales a feature vector according to the frequencies of words
and image attributes (e.g., JPEG, GIF, and PNG) within a component. The
former is the number of times the word appears in the component, divided by the
number of times the word appears in the whole page. The latter is the number of
times image attribute appears in the component, divided by the number of times
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image attribute appears in the whole page, e.g., when a component contains
three JPEG images out of ten JPEG images in the whole page, the normalized
frequency of JPEG image in the component is 3/10.
We calculate the similarity between two components fsimilar based on the
cosine similarity as Equation (3.3) shows, which is a measure of similarity between
two vectors by finding the cosine of the angle between them, and a common
method to calculate the similarity between feature vectors [5]. Two components
are regarded relevant when they have high similarity.
fsimilar =
~x · ~y
|~x| · |~y| . (~x, ~y : feature vector) (3.3)
The merit of using the cosine similarity is its simplicity of computation. Con-
sidering that the dimension of the feature vector here is small since the amount
of text in a Web page is limited, the cosine similarity is enough to judge the
similarity of components.
Primarily, we used only frequencies of words as a feature vector, however,
we could not achieve sufficient accuracy. Because a Web page contains only
a small number of words, it is difficult to determine the similarity between two
components using only text. Thus, we added a structural aspect as the frequencies
of image attributes, since we confirmed that images play different roles according
to their attributes within a Web page [55], and components of similar appearance
tend to have relevant information, such as a product list in online shopping
sites. We examined the accuracy of relevance estimation using 30 various Web
sites and verified that our method achieved 70% accuracy. To calculate the
accuracy, we manually judged component pairs containing common topics as
correct component pairs. Then, “accuracy” is defined as the ratio of the number
of correct component pairs found by OPA Browser to that of all components
considered relevant to it. We expect that higher accuracy can be achieved by
augmenting the feature vector using more elements, and this remains as our
future work.
3.2.10 Auto-scrolling (Function 9)
Users can view a component by auto-scrolling without conventional hand scrolling.
We confirmed in our previous works [8,9,12,15,56] that auto-scrolling can reduce
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users’ scrolling operations and enables them to browse Web pages more comfort-
ably. Since we aim to show a glance of the component here by auto-scrolling
(which is different from the aim of Chapter 2, which is to show details of the
component), OPA Browser determines the speed of auto-scrolling using Equa-
tion (3.4), which is based on our previous work [56]:
Speed[pix/msec] =
c · Attribute · Area[pix2]
AoI[msec] ·Breadth[pix] . (3.4)
Attribute is the property score of the component, where the properties are
HEADER, FOOTER and BODY. OPA Browser sets the speed faster for less
important components e.g., HEADER and FOOTER, since they usually do not
convey important information for users. Area is the area (width × height) of
the component, and AoI indicates the time period required for users to read
the component, which is defined by a function of the amount of information
within the component. AoI is determined based on the previous observation;
humans, on average, need 1 [min] to read 280 words and 100 [msec] to view an
image [40, 78]. Breadth is the width (or height) of the component that crosses
the path of auto-scrolling. The Equation (3.4) is designed to show an appropri-
ate amount of information for users at a time, otherwise users cannot follow the
scrolling. Therefore, the speed is determined so that the amount of information
in the scrolled area for a unit time matches the amount of information that gen-
eral human can recognize for the unit time. To adjust the speed while viewing
components, OPA Browser provides fast-forward and rewind functions.
3.2.11 Implementation of Prototype System
We implemented OPA Browser in a server/client architecture because the pro-
cessing power of today’s mobile phones is still limited. When the client sends
a request for a Web page with the size of the screen, the server receives the
corresponding page from a Web server and generates a screenshot of the page.
Then, the server extracts components considering the size of the client’s screen
and determines relevant components. Furthermore, the server prepares two dic-
tionaries, e.g., synonym and antonym dictionaries using link strings within the
page to extract words from WordNet [62]. These dictionaries are specific to the
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page because mobile phones could not have entire dictionary due to their limited
memory. Finally, the server sends the screenshot, dictionaries and information
of the components (their coordinates, sizes, information about relevant compo-
nents, link strings, URLs, coordinates of links) to the client. The client displays
the Web page and provides each function using the received information.
The server was implemented on a PC with Windows XP, and coded with
Visual C# and PHP (Hypertext preprocessor). The client was implemented on
a mobile phone (SH902iS [76]) that was equipped with an i-appli developed by
NTT Docomo, and coded with Java. Within the 240×320 [pix] screen of the
mobile phone, i-appli can only use a 240×240 [pix] area.
Since the progress of mobile phone technologies is remarkably rapid, we expect
that it will be possible to implement the whole system (both the server and the
client) on a mobile phone in the very near future.
3.3 User Experiment in Real Situations
3.3.1 Experimental Procedure
Setting:
We conducted a user experiment to verify whether users change presentation
functions according to their browsing situations, e.g., the change of amount of
cognitive resources that are required to interact with the environment. We used
18 subjects (five males and 13 females in their twenties) to browse Web pages
for three days. Each subject is asked to use two browsers, OPA Browser and
a commercial Web browser for mobile phones to make comparison. The com-
mercial Web browser is a pre-installed Web browser for mobile phones (we refer
it as “commercial browser” in the following). The commercial browser adopts
a popular presentation style of Web pages among commercial products, which
restructures pages so that users can browse them by only vertical scrolling. Since
we confirmed that the presentation style of such a commercial browser is better
than the conventional style (that presents a Web page as the same way with PCs)
in our user experiments in Chapter 2, we decided to use the commercial browser
for comparison in this experiment.
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The 18 participants were volunteers from our laboratory. Seven participants
have used commercial Web browsers for mobile phones several times, and they
knew how to use them. The 11 other participants had no experience of using
such browsers. Before the experiment started, we explained to the subjects how
to use both browsers. Additionally, we gave time subjects to get used to the
commercial browser, who have never used commercial Web browsers on mobile
phones before.
The participants used an SH902iS phone for browsing over a W-CDMA net-
work. The screen size of the SH902iS is 240×320 [pix], however, these browsers
can only allow a 240×240 [pix] area for rendering. The main input control is the
direction pad and center action button for selecting, and two soft keys.
Tasks:
We sent each experimental task by an e-mail pointing out which browser to use for
the task. We selected 12 goal-oriented tasks (six tasks for each browser) that are
to access many different types of Web pages, both textual and graphical, simple
and crowded, small-sized and large-sized, and different layouts. We tried to select
tasks that would be somehow interesting to participants, thus most pages were
popular ones with recent contents. For example, “Please find a link that you get
interested in on the BBC Science & Nature” and “Please find a CD you want to
listen to on the Sony Music.” In addition, we selected each set of two tasks in 12
tasks at two Web sites that have the same kind of contents and similar structure
and page size. We asked subjects to browse them using OPA Browser and the
commercial browser in turn to avoid fixing browsers and experimental Web sites
for the fairness of the experiment. Furthermore, we requested subjects to browse
three Web sites freely using OPA Browser. When subjects finished a browsing
task, they sent feedback via e-mail to report their browsing situations, subjective
amount of operations, difficulty of the task, and comments.
Logs and Errors:
We also recorded subjects’ operation logs on OPA Browser. These logs contain
information on each operation (the selected functions, the keys pressed by the
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user, and its time) and the position in a Web page that was displayed on the
mobile phone at the rate of every 0.1 secs to examine subjects’ orbits of browsing.
We could not record logs on the commercial browser because it is not possible to
modify commercial products. Additionally, participants used our experimental
mobile phones equipped with both browsers in a train, at home, etc. as the same
way with their own phones in their real life. Therefore, we could not collect logs
even manually. In compensation, we could learn users’ impressions using them
in real situations. Also, orbits when using the commercial browser become only
straight lines because of the restructure of Web pages, thus we might not obtain
useful insights.
We examined the subjects’ browsing orbits and selected functions. Subjects’
logs naturally contain errors (operations that they did not intend to do so) in
any systems. However, it is not a trivial task to automatically determine which
operation was an error or not. Therefore, we manually discarded operations
that obviously looked as subjects missed. In addition, we also discarded logs
that subjects unnaturally selected a large number of functions, since we regarded
them as subjects just tried various functions, which are not meaningful as logs.
Questionnaire Survey:
Furthermore, to evaluate the overall impression towards OPA Browser, we con-
ducted a questionnaire survey. When finishing the experiment, we asked partic-
ipants to judge the usability score of each browser and freely write about which
browser was comfortable to use and which functions or combinations of functions
were useful for browsing. For the usability score, the subjects were asked to re-
spond to each of following questions by scoring from −3 (strongly disagree) to 3
(strongly agree). We designed the questions so that the higher score means more
positive impression.
(i) How few was the amount of operations?
(ii) How intuitive was the browser for operation?
(iii) How convenient it was to find information of interest?
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(iv) How easy it was to grasp the current position within a page?
(v) How would you like to use the browser after this?
3.3.2 Result and Discussion
Relation between Situations and Functions:
In this clause, we discuss the relation between selected functions and subjects’
situations based on the collected logs to examine whether participants changed
functions according to their browsing situations, e.g., the changes of their cogni-
tive distributions to interact with the browser and environment.
We collected participants’ browsing logs in 15 various situations, such as sit-
ting on a chair, walking outside, riding on a train, and eating meals. The situ-
ation that occurred most often was sitting on a chair, for which we collected 82
logs. In 53 out of 82 browsing events, subjects first selected scaled-down view
(function 1) or magnifying glass (function 6), then read components by manual
scrolling. They usually moved among components using jumping to the previ-
ous/next component (functions 3, 4). This is because subjects could concentrate
on their browsing, e.g., they could fetch much cognitive resources for browsing,
namely, they primarily grasped the structure of the page and marked the compo-
nent seeming to contain the information of interest using the scaled-down view
or magnifying glass, then read the component in detail by manual scrolling.
The situation that occurred next often was walking outside, for which we
collected 10 browsing logs. We confirmed that subjects seemed to select auto-
scrolling (function 9) more frequently than other situations, which 5 out of 10 logs
substantiated. This means that subjects could not fully concentrate on browsing
while walking, thus, they moved to the component by scrolling per screen size
function (function 2) or jumping to the previous/next component (functions 3,
4) then tried to find the information of interest by checking the automatically
scrolled screen (by function 9) at intervals. We also observed such browsing styles
in situations that participants browsed pages in parallel with other activities, such
as eating meals and brushing teeth, in which they had to release their cognitive
resources to handle other activities.
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Furthermore, we confirmed based on 34 logs that subjects tended to select
jumping to an image (function 5) and jumping to a relevant component (function
8) functions to browse information for fun in addition to information of interest
when they could concentrate on browsing, such as while sitting on a chair or a
seat on a train. Thus, in such situations, it is effective to provide functions to
entertain users as well as to decrease operations. While in situations in which
subjects could not concentrate on browsing, they were inclined to select fewer
functions, i.e., they wanted to use more cognitive resources to interact with the
environment.
As mentioned above, users can change functions according to their situations.
In addition, we confirmed that users’ preferences of functions also affect which
function they will select. For example, some subjects selected the scaled-down
view to grasp the structure of the page; another selected the magnifying glass
even in the same situations; some subjects used the jumping to an image function
to view images in the page; and other subjects found the locations of images with
the scaled-down view, then moved there and viewed the images. In addition, four
of 18 subjects preferred auto-scrolling to manual scrolling. Here, the subjects’
browsing logs showed that subjects used auto-scrolling for a different purpose.
When subjects concentrated on browsing, they used it to decrease the number of
scroll operations while focusing on the screen. However, when subjects could not
concentrate on browsing, they did not focus on the screen, e.g., they checked the
automatically scrolled screen at intervals and found the information of interest.
We confirmed that users select functions adapted to their situations, i.e.,
their available cognitive resources that can be used for browsing, although they
have a preference of functions. The logs show that 14 out of 18 participants
changed functions according to their situations. The three subjects out of the
remaining four browsed Web pages in only one situation, thus we could not
observe their change of selection, and one subject said that the scaled-down view
and zooming function were enough for him to browse pages in any situation.
Moreover, 11 subjects used some functions in combination. For example, they
used the magnifying glass and jumping to the previous/next component, and
scaled-down view and jumping to an image functions together. One subject said
that using a few functions in combination enhanced the usability.
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Table 3.4: Average scores (standard deviations) aggregated all subjects
Question OPA Browser Commercial browser
(i) How few was the amount of
operations?
1.9 (1.7) -0.5 (1.7)
(ii) How intuitive was the browser
for operation?
0.1 (1.3) 1.7 (1.3)
(iii) How convenient it was to find
information of interest?
2.2 (0.7) -1.2 (1.4)
(iv) How easy it was to grasp the cur-
rent position within a page?
2.4 (1.2) -2.3 (0.7)
(v) How would you like to use the
browser after this?
2.3 (0.8) -0.8 (1.6)
Hence, we conclude users of OPA Browser can browse Web pages comfortably
by selecting functions and using them in combination adapted to their situations.
Ratings on Questionnaire Survey:
Table 3.4 shows the average scores and their standard deviations of the question-
naire survey, which indicates that participants felt OPA Browser clearly required
fewer operations and made it easier to find the information of interest.
Regarding the amount of operations on the commercial browser, subjects
pointed out that it was stressful to focus on the screen until the information
of interest appeared, and to go back to that information after scrolling to the
bottom of the page. Additionally, some subjects said that they could not re-find
the information of interest on their way from the bottom. Other subjects said
that they felt uneasy because they could not estimate how long the page would
continue. On the other hand, although OPA Browser requires the operation of
selecting a function, it could decrease subjects’ burden by enabling them to select
presentation functions adapted to their situations.
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The most important usability factor in using large Web pages on small screens
is how to locate the information of interest. The results for convenience of finding
the information of interest on the pages show that subjects could find it efficiently
using functions that matched with their available cognitive resources in OPA
Browser. While using the commercial browser, subjects could find information
of interest easily only when it was located near the top of the page.
On the other hand, the commercial browser obtained a higher score for oper-
ationality (question (ii), asking “How intuitive was the browser for operation?”)
than OPA Browser because it requires only vertical scrolling to browse pages,
while OPA Browser requires users to learn the functions. However, seven sub-
jects said that once they memorized the functions of OPA Browser, they preferred
it to the commercial browser. We think that the questionnaire result was affected
by initial impressions, thus, subjects gave the commercial browser a higher score.
One subject said that she could browse Web pages with fun owing to the variety
of functions on OPA Browser.
From the result of the free writing about which browser was comfortable to
use, all 18 subjects chose OPA Browser. This is because the commercial browser
provides only a single function, which is not sufficient to browse Web pages using
mobile phones in dynamic situations. However, five subjects commented that the
commercial browser was more comfortable on textual pages than OPA Browser.
We think that it is better to restructure textual content so that users can read it
with only vertical scrolling as the Minimap [73] does.
Subjective Amount vs. Actual Number of Operations:
After executing each task, participants gave their feedback via e-mail. Figure 3.7
shows the ratio of participants’ subjective amount of operations. They felt that
operations were “much” or “many” in 50% of the commercial browser brows-
ing, while in OPA Browser browsing, none of them felt “much” and only 21%
responded “many.”
Regarding the commercial browser browsing, subjects had to focus on the
screen all the time because they could not grasp the approximate location of the
information of interest due to the restructure of the page. Therefore, subjects
felt easy to find the information of interest only when it was located near the top
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Figure 3.7: Participants’ subjective amount of operations
of the page. When the information of interest was located at the bottom of the
page, they felt great stress focusing on the screen for a long time.
Figure 3.8 shows the relations between participants’ subjective amount and
actual number of operations in OPA Browser. In this figure, we categorized
each task result according to the participant’s subjective amount of operations
(“Many,” “Average,” “Little” and “Less”), and then, sorted the results in each
category in ascending order of the actual number of operations. Thus, in this
graph, the horizontal axis indicates task results classified by the categories and
the vertical axis indicates the actual number of operations for the corresponding
task result. From Figure 3.8, it can be seen that actual numbers of operations
vary even if subjects felt them as the same. By analyzing subjects’ orbits of
browsing, we confirmed that they felt the amount of operations as few when
they could find the information of interest soon, even if the actual number of
operations was large. One subject said that scrolling by continuously pressing a
key to find the information of interest was stressful.
This result shows that we cannot judge the effectiveness of browsers only by
the number of operations because users’ subjective judgment does not always
correspond to the actual amount of operations. Thus, we should judge it from
both subjective and objective sides; that is, from the actual amount of effort
(the number of operations, time needed to complete tasks, time used to operate
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between participants’ subjective amount and actual num-
ber of operations; participants’ actual number of operations varied even though
they felt the operations were the same amount.
keys, etc.) and users’ subjective satisfaction level by questionnaire survey and/or
interview.
3.4 Summary
Since mobile phone users browse Web pages in various situations, comfortable
browsing styles for these situations are different from each other, according to
the available cognitive resources for browsing Web pages. In this chapter, we
proposed and implemented OPA Browser, in which keys of the telephone keypad
of a mobile phone have different functions for presenting Web pages. We con-
ducted a user experiment in which we asked participants to use our OPA Browser
for three days as the same way with their own mobile phones in their daily life.
The results showed that OPA Browser enables users to change the presentation
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styles by pressing a single key and adapts to their various situations. Further-
more, we confirmed that we cannot judge the effectiveness of browsers only by
the number of operations because users’ subjective impression does not always
correspond to the actual amount of operations. Thus, we should judge it from
both subjective and objective sides; that is, from the actual amount of effort and
users’ subjective satisfaction level by questionnaire survey and/or interview.
Users’ preferences of functions were revealed by the experiment. Thus, it is
clear that appropriate arrangements between functions and keys are different for
each user. Though we have fixed the arrangement of functions in the current OPA
Browser, we think that it is effective to enhance the usability of OPA Browser by
enabling users to customize the assignment of functions on telephone keypad.
In OPA Browser, we allocated each of nine presentation functions on telephone
keypad of a mobile phone. In the experiment, we observed that the participants
got used to the allocation of functions soon through the practice that we asked
prior to starting the experiment, and could use the functions smoothly. However,
this might be because the participants were all young and familiar with mobile
phone operations. It can be expected that older users have difficulty to remember
the functions and their allocation. This problem, how many functions can be
accepted by users, is beneficial on designing not only Web browsers for mobile
phones but general applications with other purposes. We would like to conduct
a large scale experiment to tackle with this problem.
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Chapter 4
Annotation Presentation and
Auto-scrolling for Web Page
Overview on Mobile Web to Find
Contents Out
4.1 Background
As we described in previous chapters, we have proposed Web browsing tech-
niques for mobile phones that adapt to characteristics of Web contents and users’
browsing situations in oder to provide them comfortable Web browsing experi-
ence. In the user experiments using these Web browsing techniques, we confirmed
that overview presentation is an essential function for Web browsing using mobile
phones. Since mobile phones have small screens, users can only view small portion
of a Web page at a time, and thus they cannot grasp the entire page structure.
This feature causes users to get lost in the page, as they scroll around and get
confused where they are viewing in the entire page. Overview presentation is the
direct solution to this problem.
In these techniques proposed in Chapters 2 and 3, we have used a naive
method for presenting the overview of a Web page, as to show the scaled-down
page that fits a mobile phone’s screen [33]. This method is effective to some
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extent, in which users can view the overall structure of the page at a glance.
However, since it scales down the page as it fits the mobile phone’s screen, it is
too small to show details of each content. As we reported in the previous user
experiments, some participants commented that they could not see the details
of the contents in Web pages, which disturbed them to look for the information
they needed.
Therefore, in this chapter, we aim to find more effective way to show the
overview of a Web page. The main obstacles on Web browsing using mobile
phones are the limited screen sizes and input capabilities, and thus we need to
solve them on presenting overview as well. To compensate for the limited screen
sizes, we propose to show annotations on the overview, which indicate what kinds
of information are in the focused contents. Since the amount of text included in
each content is small, it is impossible to extract reasonable annotations only using
the text inside. Therefore, we collect linked pages and use the TF/IDF scheme
to detect characteristic terms of each content, and present them as annotations.
As for the limited input capabilities, the auto-scrolling method [56] can greatly
reduce the number of operations by automatically scrolling the mobile phone’s
screen on Web pages. Auto-scrolling also has an effect to show the overview of
the page, since it makes paths that scrolls the entire page through and users can
passively view the page structure.
We conduct a user experiment with 20 participants (17 males and three fe-
males from 20 to 30 years old) to compare the following overview presentation
methods, including the conventional method that shows the scaled-down page and
is widely used on previous studies, to see the characteristics and merits/demerits
of each overview method.
1. Scaled-down view: the traditional overview presentation method that scales
down a Web page so that it fits a mobile phone’s screen.
2. Auto-scrolling: automatically scrolls the entire page and users passively
view the entire page structure.
3. Annotation: extracts characteristic terms of each content and show them
as annotations so that users can see what kinds of information are around.
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4. Combination: combines above three methods, e.g., users can switch to the
scaled-down view and auto-scrolling, on which annotations are presented.
The experimental results show that annotations are informative for users as an
overview to grasp which direction to scroll to find the information of interests.
Although auto-scrolling is effective to reduce the number of operations, it turned
out to be insufficient by itself, since users have to follow the moving screen and
read each text inside a content carefully. The questionnaire survey shows that
auto-scrolling can be used to compensate annotations, e.g., users can choose
auto-scrolling when they get lost in the page and feel tired on manual scrolling.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Sections 4.2 and 4.3
describe the design and implementation of the conventional and the proposed
overview presentation methods. In Section 4.4, we describe experiments con-
ducted to verify the merits and demerits of each overview presentation method.
Finally, we give our conclusion of this chapter in Section 4.5.
4.2 Overview Presentation Methods
In this section, we describe conventional and the proposed overview methods that
we compare in the experiments to verify their merits/demerits for users.
4.2.1 Scaled-down View
This method is the most naive approach to show the entire structure of a Web
page at a glance, and adopted by many conventional Web browsers for mobile
phones [21,22,33,83]. As the scaled-down view, we use the same design with the
conventional methods as described in the Section 3.2.3. We show the scaled-down
Web page so that its width fits with that of the mobile phone’s screen. Addition-
ally, we also provide the functionality that zooms in a component. Specifically,
when a user presses a soft-key, the focused component is scaled up until its width
(or height if the height is smaller than the width) fits with that of the mobile
phone’s screen (see Figure 3.3). The user can switch off these zooming and scaled-
down view presentation by pressing the other soft key and view the page at the
original scale.
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As we described in Chapter 3, the magnifying glass also has a face as an
overview. However, we saw that the majority of experimental participants pre-
ferred the scaled-down view than the magnifying glass function and the basic
feature of presenting a scaled-down page is common between them, we decided
to use the scaled-down view.
4.2.2 Auto-scrolling
The auto-scrolling method we described in Chapters 2 and 3 is designed for
scrolling a single component. Here, we need to scroll the entire page so that users
can passively grasp the page structure, e.g., only by viewing the automatically
scrolled screen. Therefore, we adopted the auto-scrolling method proposed by
Maekawa et al. [56]. The basic scrolling speed and the scroll path inside the
component is determined by the same way with the previous chapters based on
the amount of text and images, and the shape of the component. Additionally,
this method also automatically scrolls between components. The scroll path
between components i and j is set as to connect the end point of the scroll path
of component i and the starting point of the scroll path of component j (see
Figure 4.1, where dotted rectangles show component boundaries, and arrows of
dotted line represent auto-scrolling paths of inner components and those of solid
line represent paths of inter-components). The scroll speed between components
is empirically fixed to 400 [pix/sec] [56]. The order of components visited by
auto-scrolling is determined based on the order of appearances of their HTML
elements in the whole HTML source.
To add flexibility on auto-scrolling, we provide the following functions:
key 1 Start auto-scrolling: starts auto-scrolling from the beginning
key 2 Go back to the previous component: goes back to the previous component
and starts auto-scrolling from the head of the previous component
key 3 Go to the next component: goes to the next component and starts auto-
scrolling from the head of the next component
key 4 Resume auto-scrolling: restarts auto-scrolling from the current point
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Figure 4.1: Auto-scrolling paths on entire page; dotted rectangles show compo-
nents, and arrows of dotted line represent auto-scrolling paths of inner compo-
nents and those of solid line represent paths of inter-components
The allocation of these functions on the telephone keypad is determined according
to the functions’ priorities, however, it is our future work to investigate comfort-
able design policies of allocation of functions. In addition to the above functions,
users can also use the fast-forward and rewind functions while auto-scrolling.
When a user finds the information of interest while auto-scrolling, he/she can stop
auto-scrolling by pressing the direction pad, and browse it by manual scrolling in
detail. He/she can resume auto-scrolling from the current point by pressing the
corresponding key (key 4) of telephone keypad.
4.2.3 Annotation
Since the previous user experiments showed that the scaled-down image of a
Web page is often too small to show details of the contents, we propose a method
to show an overview without scaling down the page. For this aim, we show
characteristic terms of each component as annotations to give hints to users so
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Cranberry relish
Fruit pie
Figure 4.2: Annotation method
that they can infer which direction to scroll to find out the information of interest.
While a user manually scrolls the page and his pointer enters a component, its
characteristic terms are presented to show what kinds of information are in the
component as Figure 4.2 shows, where terms that are presented on the rectangle
are annotations.
Since a component usually does not contain enough text to extract annota-
tions using conventional text processing approaches, such as TF/IDF and Lexical
Compounds [7] that assume the presence of enough large amount of documents,
it is difficult to automatically generate annotations only using the text inside the
component.
As related work, there are some prior studies that aim to summarize a Web
page. They take into account characteristics of Web pages such as link structures
and layouts. The method proposed by Shen et al. [77] extracts the main topic
of a Web page by page-layout analysis, and then uses the sentences within the
main topic as the summary of the page. InCommonSense system [4] looks for
pages that have a link pointing to the target page of summarization. Then the
system extracts sentences around the link to the target page, because these are
likely descriptions of the page. However, these approaches cannot be used in
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Figure 4.3: Linked pages from a component
our case, e.g., extracting annotations for each component, because a component
contains even fewer texts than the entire page. Additionally, the approach in [4]
that uses links to the target page is not applicable because links are usually
directed to pages but not to components. Buyukkokten et al. [29,30,31] proposed
five methods for summarizing parts of Web pages, where the core algorithm is
to compute a word’s importance using the approximate dictionary obtained by
analyzing word frequencies over 20 million Web pages. Although this approach
might work well for ours as well, it would be quite costly to keep the approximate
dictionary latest.
Based on above discussion, we decided to collect linked pages from a compo-
nent to gain more source to analyze. Web page authors add links to refer pages
containing related information, and thus we can expect to collect related texts
with the one in the target component. Specifically, we collect all linked pages of
the same domain with the page as Figure 4.3 shows (to reduce noise, since Web
pages of outside domains are often advertisements) and perform a morphological
analysis and use the TF/IDF method to extract characteristic terms from the
texts as follows. The TF/IDF method is one of the most popular methods to
extract characteristic terms from a group of documents with very simple compu-
tation, and thus we adopt it to our problem.
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First, we extract the text from the target component (textcomponent) and all
texts from the linked pages (textlink). Next, we perform a morphological analysis
on both texts to pick up only nouns because verbs and adjectives are not suitable
for annotations. To treat a compounder, we combine consecutive nouns as a term.
Additionally, we also combine prefixes with the following nouns and suffixes with
the precedent nouns. Then we remove all stop words from the resulted terms.
After that, we compute the weight of each term t based on the TF/IDF method
as Equation (4.1) shows. Finally, we select the top 3 terms as annotations of the
component.
w(t) = TF (d, t) · IDF (t). (4.1)
TF (d, t) =
number of occurrence of the term t
number of terms in d
.
d : textcomponent ∪ textlink
IDF (t) = Log(
N
df(t)
).
df(t) = number of texts containing the term t.
N : |textcomponent ∪ textlink| (each text extracted from linked pages
and component is counted as one)
4.2.4 Combination
In this method, we combine the above scaled-down view, auto-scrolling, and an-
notation methods, i.e., provide auto-scrolling with annotation and scaled-down
view with annotation methods. We modified each method to utilize mutual ad-
vantages as following paragraphs show. We allocated keys 1 and 2 of telephone
keypad for auto-scrolling with annotation, and key 3 for scaled-down with anno-
tation methods:
key 1 Start auto-scrolling: starts auto-scrolling from the beginning
key 2 Resume auto-scrolling: resumes auto-scrolling from the point that the
user stopped the auto-scrolling
key 3 Scaled-down view: shows the scaled-down view with annotations
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Figure 4.4: Auto-scrolling with annotation (auto-scrolling is proceeding in order
of (a), (b), then (c))
To switch auto-scrolling with annotation and scaled-down view with annotation,
users can press key 0 to end the current method, then press the corresponding
key to start the other method.
Auto-scrolling with Annotation
This method shows annotations that indicate what kinds of information are con-
tained in neighboring components while auto-scrolling. The scroll path used for
auto-scrolling in Section 4.2.2 goes through inside a component, and thus if we
adopt this auto-scrolling path, we can only show the annotations of the currently
scrolling component. Therefore, in this method, the scrolling path is set to thread
its way through components, e.g., the path is set along the border of components
to show annotations of neighboring components. Here we show two kinds of an-
notations: one shows the characteristic terms in the component to show what
kinds of information are contained there (as described in Section 4.2.3) and an-
other shows categories of information in the component as its abstract, such as
“sports” and “politics” (as described later).
When a user presses key 1, a Web page is automatically scrolled along with
paths on the page (see Figure 4.4, where scroll paths are represented by the
thick gray lines). While auto-scrolling, annotations that show what information
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a neighboring component contains is displayed (see Figure 4.4 (b) and (c)). When
the screen reaches an intersection on the current scroll path, auto-scrolling stops
and waits for the user’s selection of which direction (path) he/she wants to go.
Additionally, at an intersection, annotations with a white arrow is displayed to
show what kinds of contents are ahead (see Figure 4.4 (a)). The user can choose
one direction using his/her direction pad considering the information provided by
the annotations. Then, auto-scrolling is resumed. If the user finds a content of
interest while auto-scrolling, he/she can stop auto-scrolling by pressing any keys,
and can read the component in detail by manual scrolling. The user presses key
2 when he/she wants to go back to the scrolling, and can restart auto-scrolling
along the path that the user stopped auto-scrolling before.
Scroll Path After component extraction, we determine scroll paths so that
they thread their ways through components, to show annotations of neighboring
components. The scroll paths are set by the following steps:
step 1 Sets paths along with the four sides of each component (For HEADER
and FOOTER components, paths along with only bottom and top sides
are respectively set since these components are head and tail of the page,
as the left image of Figure 4.5 shows.)
step 2 Joints paths lining vertically and horizontally (see the middle image of
Figure 4.5)
step 3 Merges neighboring paths
step 4 Joints vertical and horizontal paths in order not to leave isolated paths
(see the right image of Figure 4.5)
Annotation of Category In this method, we show categories of information
contained in components ahead at an intersection of scroll paths as an abstracts
of their information. Many components have headers that indicate categories
of information inside the components as Figure 4.6 shows, which are usually
tagged by specific HTML tags. We checked 50 Web sites of various kinds (news,
company, and online shopping sites), and confirmed that most components in
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Figure 4.5: Scroll path setting for the combination method (dotted rectangles
represent components and thick solid lines represent paths)
Figure 4.6: Category headers in components
each page have titles emphatically written using particular HTML tags, such as
<H1> and <B>.
Therefore, we extract sentences and words that are emphasized by particu-
lar tags, i.e., from <H1> to <H6>, <EM>, <STRONG>, <B>, <I>, <U>,
<SMALL>, <BIG>, and <FONT> tags, and then, perform a morphological
analysis to extract nouns as categories. As same with annotation extraction in
Section 4.2.3, we merge consecutive nouns, prefixes, and suffixes as a compounder.
If a component contains multiple emphasized terms, we give higher priorities to
terms enclosed by tags listed in higher positions in the above tag list, which
emphasize words more strongly than latter ones. If the component does not
have terms tagged by emphasizing HTML tags, we show its characteristic terms
extracted by the method described in Section 4.2.3 instead as annotations.
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Figure 4.7: Scaled-down view with annotation
Scaled-down View with Annotation
This method shows annotations on a scaled-down page. When a user presses
key 3, the scaled-down page that fits the mobile phone’s screen is presented
(see Figure 4.7 (a)), on which annotations of the component specified by the
user’s pointer is presented (see Figure 4.7(b), where terms presented in the white
rectangle are annotations). Here we show the categories of information contained
in the component to show the abstract of the component as annotations. The
user presses key 0 to switch off the method.
4.3 Implementation of Proposed Methods
We implemented each overview presentation method as a server/client architec-
ture. When the client sends a request for a Web page with the information of
the size of the screen, the server receives the corresponding page from a Web
server and generates a screenshot of the page. Next, the server extracts com-
ponents considering the size of the client’s screen. Then the server extracts and
adds meta-data required by each overview method and return the screenshot and
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the meta-data to the client. For the overview methods providing annotations
(the annotation and combination methods), the server fetches Web pages that
are linked from each component to extract annotations, and looks for HTML
tags used for emphasizing terms to extract categories of each component. For
the overview methods providing auto-scrolling (the auto-scrolling and combina-
tion methods), the server calculates the amount of information of components
and determines scroll paths and speeds. The client presents the screenshot and
presents the corresponding overview using the received meta-data.
The server was implemented on a PC with Windows XP, and coded with
Visual C# and PHP (Hypertext preprocessor). The client was implemented on
a mobile phone (SH902iS [76]) that was equipped with i-appli developed by NTT
Docomo, and coded with Java. Within the 240×320 [pix] screen of the mobile
phone, i-appli can only use a 240×240 [pix] area. For the later user experiment
with Japanese participants, we implemented the system to handle Japanese pages.
Therefore, though examples of annotations here are in English, the real ones are
in Japanese. We used MeCab [60] for Japanese morphological analysis.
4.4 Experiments
First we conducted an experiment to evaluate how accurate the extracted anno-
tations and categories are. Then, we conduct a user experiment to find out the
effective styles of overview presentation on small screens and see merits/demerits
of each method.
4.4.1 Accuracy of Annotation and Category Extraction
We selected 30 Web sites of various kinds (news, company, and online shopping
sites; each of them is a popular site such as Amazon.com) and tested how accurate
the extracted annotations and categories were. Since it is difficult to think all
possible annotations, we chose to judge whether the extracted annotations and
categories were correct or not. Therefore, we define the accuracy as the ratio of
the annotations judged as accurate among all extracted annotations. Here, one
of our research team members judged the extracted annotations.
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As a result, our method achieved 82% accuracy for extracting characteristic
terms from components, while achieved 83% accuracy for extracting categories.
As for the annotations of characteristic terms extracted using the link structure
of a component, we think that this result is acceptable considering the limitation
of available information to extract annotations. Most error terms came from ad-
vertisements included in the linked pages. To exclude these noisy terms, we need
to analyze texts first considering page structures and link anchors in components.
Although the category extraction method is very simple, it also achieved high
accuracy for extracting components’ categories. However, because of its sim-
plicity, our method cannot detect categories that are not tagged by emphasizing
HTML tags. To further improve the accuracy, we can apply conventional tech-
niques of detailed HTML source analysis, such as HTML tag pattern recognition.
Such an extension is open to our future work.
4.4.2 User Experiment
Experimental Procedure
We conducted a user experiment to find out appropriate methods to show the
overview of a Web page, which effectively help users to find out the informa-
tion of their interest, and merits and demerits of each method. We collected 20
participants, who are in their twenties and consist of 17 males and three females.
The aim of presenting the overview of a Web page is to show an entire structure
of the page and help users look for information of their interest. Therefore, we
evaluate how users can effectively find out a content they need. In the experiment,
we asked them to look for and click a link text in a Web page that we specified
as an experimental task, such as looking for a link text of ”Subprime lending” in
the world news page of Yahoo! News. As experimental tasks, we set eight tasks
in total and asked participants to perform two tasks for each overview method.
To keep fairness of the experiment, the order of trying overview methods and
allocation of tasks are randomized. We explained how to use each overview
method and asked participants to practice to use it until they got used to its
operation. The overall experimental time ranged from about 20 to 40 minutes
per participant.
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Table 4.1: Experimental logs
Log entity Description Example
Key The key that the user operated up
Operation Record whether the user pressed or released the key press
Time The time stamp the user operated the key 1500
As experimental logs, we recorded every key operation and its time, as Table
4.1 shows. As evaluation metrics, we compare the number of operations, the time
to achieve a task, and the operation time that is the total time a user operated
keys as Equation (4.2) shows.
Operation time =
N∑
i=1
(timekey i released − timekey i pressed). (4.2)
N : Number of operated keys
The number of operations and operation time measure participants’ burden, while
the task completion time measures the efficiency to find out a content.
We also conducted a questionnaire survey to evaluate participants’ subjec-
tive impression against the overview methods. We asked participants to score
each overview method regarding the following aspects using 5 scale points, where
score -2 means strongly disagree while score 2 means strongly agree. We set the
questions so that the higher score means more positive impression.
(i) How helpful was the method to find the link text?
(ii) How intuitive and easy was the method to use?
(iii) How would you like to use the overview presentation method after this?
Results
Table 4.2 shows the average number of operations, average time for task com-
pletion, and average operation time. We performed the Kruskal Wallis Test [51]
with a significance level of 5% to examine whether these values were significantly
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Table 4.2: Average number of operations, average time for task completion, and
average operation time (the number in parenthesis is its standard deviation)
Overview method Average num-
ber of operation
Average time
for task comple-
tion [sec]
Average opera-
tion time [sec]
Scaled-down view 38.7 (24.3) 43.9 (26.2) 0.44 (0.51)
Auto-scrolling 23.1 (11.9) 54.3 (30.7) 0.23 (0.32)
Annotation 36.1 (29.8) 39.1 (24.9) 0.49 (0.51)
Combination 30.2 (14.8) 58.1 (34.7) 0.23 (0.29)
different among overview methods. Since users’ operations tend to vary among
individuals, parametric tests like ANOVA are not suitable. Therefore, we decided
to use a non-parametric test, e.g., the Kruskal Wallis Test. As a result, p-values of
number of operations, time for task completion, and operation time were smaller
than 0.05 and we confirmed that the resulted values were significantly different
based on overview presentation methods that the participants used.
As we expected, the number of operations was smallest on the Auto-scrolling
method, since after starting auto-scrolling, participants basically did not need to
operate keys and passively viewed the automatically scrolled screen. However,
auto-scrolling needs a certain time to scroll through a Web page, and thus the
average task completion time was smaller on the scaled-down view and annota-
tion methods (the average task completion time was smallest on the annotation
method). These methods require users to manually scroll the page (in other
words, users can control the whole operation), however, if users can infer where
their information of interest locates, they can take the shortest path to scroll
to there, which resulted in the smallest task completion time on the annotation
method. Although the scaled-down view method enables users to zoom in a com-
ponent, it is still not sufficient to show which component contains the information
of interest, which resulted in the larger number of operations and task completion
time. The result of the average operation time was also reasonable, which showed
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Table 4.3: Characteristics of overview presentation methods
Overview method Burden of operation Users’ independence Visibility
Scaled-down view ++ ++ –
Auto-scrolling – – +
Annotation ++ ++ ++
Combination + + ++
that users kept pressing the direction pad to scroll on the scaled-down view and
annotation methods to reduce the number of operations.
The combination method showed a middle result between two methods; the
annotation and auto-scrolling methods. When using the combination method,
users can decide which path to scroll considering the presented annotations.
Therefore, the average number of operations was between the auto-scrolling
method and the scaled-down view/annotation methods, and the average task
completion time was the largest since the combination method needed time for
both auto-scrolling and users’ operations. We summarize the characteristics of
the overview methods in Table 4.3.
Table 4.4 shows the average scores and their standard deviations of each
overview presentation method regarding questions, where the higher score means
the evaluation is more positive. As for question (i), which asked how the overview
method was helpful to find a target link text, the annotation and combination
methods outperformed others. This result shows that annotations presented by
these methods were informative as participants could infer which direction to
scroll to find information they needed. The lowest score of the scaled-down view
method shows that participants could not decide a component to look for the tar-
get link text because its visibility was poor. As for question (ii), which asked how
intuitive was the operation of overview method, the annotation method obtained
the best score followed by the scaled-down view method. This result corresponds
to the number of functions they provide, e.g., users only need to scroll and an-
notations are presented on the annotation method, and users only zoom in and
out on the scaled-down view method. As for question (iii), which asked whether
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Table 4.4: Average scores (standard deviations) aggregated all subjects
Question Scaled-
down
view
Auto-
scrolling
Anno-
tation
Combi-
nation
(i) How helpful was the method
to find the link text?
-0.1 (1.0) 0.4 (1.3) 0.6 (0.9) 0.6 (1.0)
(ii) How intuitive and easy was
the method to use?
1.1 (0.8) 0.6 (0.9) 1.7 (0.7) 0.2 (1.0)
(iii) How would you like to use
the overview method after this?
-0.1 (1.3) 0.3 (1.1) 0.8 (1.2) 0.6 (0.9)
participants want to use the overview presentation method in the future, the an-
notation method obtained the best score followed by the combination method.
Again this result shows that the annotations are informative for users. Although
the combination method can reduce the number of operations compared with the
annotation method, its score was slightly lower than that of annotation method.
This is because the combination method needs several operations to switch the
auto-scrolling with annotation and scaled-down view with annotation methods.
Additionally, it stops auto-scrolling at an intersection of scroll paths to ask users’
decision of the next path to go, which seemed to be confusing for participants,
since it mixes an automatic operation and users’ manual operation. It would be
better to separate these two to keep consistency in an interaction, as users do
not need to do anything while automatic operations. During the experiment, five
participants commented that they got lost in a Web page when using the annota-
tion method because it could only show small portion of the page. Auto-scrolling
also has a role to show the entire page structure by automatically scrolling the
page along the paths, and thus it would be effective to add the auto-scrolling
method in the annotation method so that users can select it adaptively when
they get lost or get bored on manual scrolling.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we examined the effective way of showing the overview of a Web
page on mobile phones. We conducted a user experiment with 20 participants and
compared the conventional scaled-down view and auto-scrolling methods with the
annotation based method and their combination. Experimental results showed
that the visibility of the scaled-down view is poor to look for the information of
interest, while annotations are informative and thus users can decide a direction
to scroll by referring annotations that show what kinds of information are around
the displayed area. We also confirmed that mixing automatic operation and users’
manual operation is confusing for users, and thus it is better to separate these
two. Considering five participants commented that they got lost when using the
annotation method, adding the auto-scrolling method and enabling users to use it
adaptively are effective to show the overview of the page on mobile phone screens.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Summary of Thesis
In this thesis, we have performed studies under the goal of providing comfortable
Web browsing experience using mobile phones. We tackled this challenge from the
three aspects: presenting Web contents adapted to their characteristics, providing
various presentation functions on telephone keypad of mobile phones so that users
can select ones adapted to their browsing situations to preserve enough cognitive
resources required there, and designing effective overview presentation of a Web
page that help users find out their information of interest.
In Chapter 1, we first described the privilege that mobile Web brings to peo-
ple’s life, and then open problems caused by the limited screen sizes and input
capabilities of mobile phones. Then we introduced series of research works that
share the similar goal with us, as well as works targeting to assist users on Web
browsing, and those targeting to realize a novel browsing situation, as collabo-
ration with other mobile users and available digital devices in the environment.
We also described the recent emerging trends of studies and services targeting
mobile phones. Next we described the organization of our thesis, followed by the
introduction of general structure of Web pages that is the basis of our technique
designs.
In Chapter 2, we proposed a Web browsing system that adaptively presents
Web contents according to their characteristics. Generally, users in a fixed situ-
ation, such as sitting on a chair at their home, browse a Web page using mobile
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phones following the two steps: first they look for a content of interest from the
entire page and then read the content in detail. Due to the limitation of mo-
bile phones’ screen sizes and input capabilities, users have to perform numerous
operations on these steps. Therefore, we designed a Web browsing system that
shows the scaled-down page that fits the mobile phone’s screen to reduce scroll
operations to find out a content of interest. Our system then shows the content
adapted to its characteristics to reduce operations to read it in detail. The exper-
imental results showed that our system can reduce the number of operations to
find contents of interest and futile scrolls to read them. The results also showed
that our system enables users to cover the entire page, e.g., reduces the possibility
of their missing information on the page.
In Chapter 3, we focused on mobile phone users who are in dynamic situations
and proposed a Web browser that provides various presentation functions so
that users can select ones adapted to their browsing situations, i.e., users can
flexibly distribute their cognitive resources for Web browsing and interacting
with the environment. While in Chapter 2, we assumed a fixed Web browsing
situation, considering the trend that people always carry their mobile phones
around with them, we think that users’ browsing situations can dynamically
vary. Since it is usually difficult to accurately detect users’ situations and the
suitable presentation styles on various browsing situations are user dependent, we
decided to let users select ones easily, only by pressing a key. We have conducted
a user experiment in real situations, as asked participants to use our browser
for three days as the same way with their own mobile phones in their daily life.
The experimental results showed that participants selected presentation styles
according to their browsing situations to adjust their distributions of the cognitive
resources on both the Web browser and environment.
In Chapter 4, we focused on presentation of the Web page overview. The user
experiments in Chapters 2 and 3 showed that the overview greatly helps users to
look for a content of interest from a large Web page. However, several participants
commented that a scaled-down page was not sufficient as overview, since they
could not see details of the contents. Therefore, we proposed novel ways to show
the overview of the page to users and conducted a user experiment to verify
effective overview presentation methods that help users find out the information
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of interest and their merits/demerits. The experimental results showed that
presenting annotations, which indicate what kinds of information are contained
in the contents around, is effective and auto-scrolling can reduce the number of
operations and help users grasp the page structure when they are lost within
the large page. Furthermore, we confirmed that mixing automatic functions and
users’ manual operations is confusing for users. It is important to separate these
two for simplicity of interaction.
In summary, the techniques proposed in this thesis could successfully reduce
users’ burden on Web browsing using mobile phones, which admit to take mobile
Web technology one step further. Furthermore, our user experiments revealed
interesting characteristics of users’ behaviors on Web browsing and their reactions
towards different presentation styles on small screens, which would be a beneficial
reference for other researchers working for information presentation on mobile
devices.
5.2 Future Work
Through the research works in this thesis, the following topics are open to our
future work.
5.2.1 Dynamic Contents
In our current implementations, we cannot present dynamic contents, such as
CGI [72], Flash [2], and Silverlight [61] since we show the screenshot of a Web
page. Considering that these dynamic contents are getting proactively used for
their interactivity and ability on expression of beautiful designs, we should modify
our implementation platform to be able to handle them.
5.2.2 Optimization of Auto-scrolling Speed
Although we have conducted an initial experiment to determine the basic speed of
auto-scrolling, the experimental subjects were lopsided to youngers. Therefore,
we need to conduct larger scale experiments to investigate the optimal auto-
scrolling speed, since it would differ among individuals depending on several
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factors, including age (or eyesight), familiarity with Web pages, etc. In the
experiments in Chapter 2, subjects were males and females ranging from 20 to
30 years old, and thus the age effects on the optimal auto-scrolling speed could
not be observed. However, generally speaking, as people get older, their eyesight
becomes weaker, thus the optimal auto-scrolling speed is likely to become slower.
5.2.3 Appropriate Presentation on Smart Phones
In this thesis, we focused on mobile phones, however, smart phones also share the
common problems caused by the limited screen sizes. Our presentation methods
are applicable to smart phones to some extent, however, richer interaction is
possible due to their advanced input capabilities, such as a touch screen and gyro
sensor. It is interesting direction to consider appropriate presentation methods
with rich interaction for smart phones.
5.2.4 Mobile Users’ Locations
As we described in Section 1.2.4, more and more mobile phones are getting
equipped with a GPS receiver that can tell users’ locations. By combining users’
locations with other services, we can greatly enrich the services so that they
match with users’ contexts, such as recommending Web pages that users usually
browse when they are at home, and finding out online discount tickets when they
are at a shopping mole. Additionally, users’ location history is an interesting
data source, from which we can extract crowd’s knowledge, such as which restau-
rants and shops are currently popular among local people. We would like to do
research for this direction in the future.
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